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How to connect ipega pg-9021 to android

We have tested a lot of different gaming-controllers in the last time and from time to time we like to play a great game on our phone. Great is, that the PG-9021 we are testing here has a holder for the phone included. Another reason we wanted to test the controller is, the we wanted to know about the quality of the product developed by
Ipega. . The box not only includes the controller itself. You can also find in there a micro-USB charging cable to load the integrated battery. According to the developer, this has a capacity of 380 mAh and offers a use of the controller for up to 16 hours. The instructions are only available in english and are absolutely necessary to use the
controller right.Strange is, that we could not find the described reset button on the controller. . The design reminds us quickly on the design of the Xbox-Controller. There are the same known XBox A/X/Y/B-Buttons and even the colors of them are the same. The joysticks and the Home-Button are also on the same position as the one on
the Xbox-Controller. This all has the benefit for the user, that he has not to get used to it before playing especially if the user already own a Xbox-Controller . After the opening of the installed smartphone holder you can quickly see the special function of this controller. On this holder you can find a extendable rail that holds the phone. Both
sides of the holder have a pad made of rubbers that protect the phones against scratches. According to the developer, you can hold with this holder phones with a display of up to 6 “. . We been surprised how good the quality of this controller is. The Processing of the buttons and joysticks is very good and the button’s reaction and
pressure point is not quite differ to the original Xbox-Controller. Before we are talking about the connection to the devices, we would like to tell you something about the modes. There are 4 different operating modes which are available via the corresponding shortcuts: GamePad Mode (X + Home) Keyboard Mode (A + Home) iCade Mode
(B + Home) Mouse Modus (Y + Home) . The controller is coupled by choosing one of the modes and then selecting the key combination one after the other. At first you push the respective letter-button and then the home button. If you have never connected the controller with a device, it will switch automatically in the . Pairing-Mode. This
is shown by a fast blinking LEDs on the left side. If the controller is connected to a device, a LED will shine permanently. If you want to switch now into another mode you do not have to connect the controller with the device once again. That means that you can switch between the 4 modes at any time. The changes are implemented
immediately. According to the instructions, you have to turn the controller off and than again on to switch the mode. But this was not necessary. Important is, that if you turn the controller off by using the slide switch, you have to wait a few seconds until you can choose the mode you want to use. The controller connect then again
automatically with the device. The corresponding LED blinks than very slow until the controller has connection to the device. If you push a button to early, the gamepad will immediately switch to the Pairing-Mode and expects a renewed coupling with the device. . The GamePad-Mode is compatible with Android 3.2 and higher. The LED
with the gamepad-symbol on the left side will blink. While our test, all direction-controllers and buttons works very well and almost intuitive. You can find a lost of compatible games in the instruction, too. Here are some examples: Shadow Gun Riptide GP Soulcraft Innings 2013 Zenonia 4 Dungeon Cordy and a lot of emulators like the N64
or GBA . There is unfortunately only one option: Test the controller if he works with the game you want to play. It depends on the developer of the game if they support such a controller. That also means, that other games which are not on the list supports the controller. . The Mouse-Mode allows you to use a cursor on the screen like you
would have connected a Bluetooth-Mouse with the device. In this mode both LEDs on the left side are shining. This mode is very helpful for playing games like Angry Birds, Plants VS Zombies, Flappy Bird, Sky Force, Air-Attack or for example Cut the Rope. After you have switch into the mouse-mode, you can use the right stick to control
the cursor. We noticed that in most of the tested games it is more fun to use the controller in the mouse-mode than to use the fingers directly on the screen of the device. . The Keyboard-Mode allows you to control a lot of different simulators. Unfortunately, we have not find a game that is compatible with it. . And then there is the Cade-
Mode for iOS. The list of supported iOS-games is very long. Here are some examples: Midway Arcade Emerald Mine Stardash Freeesh Battlestation Rush City . Like on Android-devices, you have to test which games are supported on iOS, too. On the right side of the controller you can also find 5 buttons which are very useful to control
Audio-Players or Media-Players. Sure, it is also possible to control the volume, too, which is very useful feature especially if you are in the middle of a game. . We have also connected this controller with the PC. we could connect the controller without any problems and the control of the cursor works, too. But it is not very interesting how
good the controller works with the pc, because it is mainly made to use it for mobile devices. . We think, that the Ipega 9021 is a great controler. It facilitates and improves the control of many games and offers with the phone holder a permanent great look on the screen. The quality and the manufacture are close to the XBox-Controller.
The controls in the supported games are great and working without problems. Unfortunately, not all games support the controller and you have to test if you can use it for them. . . . I use MTK chip phone,.. i heard ipega can be used if the firmware upgraded to G910,.. but unfortunately i still cant use it in my phone,.. I use Lenovo P780
MTK6589, I tried switching to another ROM but no results,. my phone cant detect ipega bluetooth,.. can anybody help me? Hello Anyone know where I can download the firmware for iPega PG-9021 because others do not want to walk properly and I can not find the original anywhere THX 9017 Pls I need the original pg-9017 firmware.
Because I updated G910 firmware, but with this it isn't work correctly. So I need the original firmware. Pls I need the original pg-9017 firmware. Because I updated G910 firmware, but with this it isn't work correctly. So I need the original firmware. i think there's no one shared the original firmware for PG 9017,.. The one they shared is PG
9025,.. I have ipega 9017S and Galaxy Ace 2, on stock firmware all modes work well with exception Y+HOME. I use "BluezIME.apk" , when I select device driver "ipega Bluetooth Controller(HID)" gamepad can't connect. When I change driver to "MSI Chainpus BGP100" gamepad connect and work, but in this driver haven't analog and all
buttons. Maybe is other .apk then "BluezIME" which work good? I try also CM 11 (4.4.4) and work only in Y+HOME and "MSI Chainpus BGP100" in other modes don't connect (no HID device in this rom). hi everyone, i just got my IPEGA PG-9025 yesterday. just want to ask if this is really working in Real Racing 3 game? i was able to pair
it with my Samsung Galaxy Note 2 but the controllers are not working.. please help.. thanks in advance no joy, this game is a b#stard to work on the 9021 i have an m8 and rr3 I'm not sure if this has been answered in the posts as I tried searching with little luck. I have recently purchased the iPega PG-9021 and I seem to experience
issues with some emulators. With Mame4Droid I can't seem to get the Joy pad up button working inside the games. When I'm at the main menu all the buttons seem to work fine. I've tried connecting in X Game Pad Mode and Keyboard Mode and Y-SPP mode (Ipega Game Centre) with little success. I have the same issue with Riecast
where all the buttons work fine in the main menu but all buttons fail in the game. The same issue is experienced when firing up aFBA where everything works in the main menu but none of the keys are active inside the game. I'm using it on the Xperia Z2 with Android 4.4.2 unrooted. Has anyone managed to over come this issue as the
primary reason for getting this controller was to play MAME on it? Last edited: Jul 6, 2014 Hello I got my brand new Ipega I tried to pair it with my android device but it doesn't appear on it I tried more then once but still no good and now the search light is stuck, is it normal or did I broke it ? please help me. Hello I got my brand new Ipega I
tried to pair it with my android device but it doesn't appear on it I tried more then once but still no good and now the search light is stuck, is it normal or did I broke it ? please help me. My phone have the same case, it doesnt detect the ipega bluetooth,.. it must be your phone using MTK chip like mine,.. i use Lenovo p780 with MTK6589
chip,. just try to update the firmware if the light is stuck,.. tutorial in geekbuying,.. i cant post link. hello Okay i bought this controller, but this is really confusing, its my first controller so dunno anything. i am using rooted micromax a114 canvas 2.2 on android os 4.2.2 with ipega pg-9017s. Please guide me from staring. i somehow managed
to play on fpse(tekken 3 and crash bandicoot) and asphalt 8: airborne on keyboard mode(a+home) but i always have to map keys for fpse(inside in emu). But now i had reset it. Last edited: Jul 14, 2014 My phone have the same case, it doesnt detect the ipega bluetooth,.. it must be your phone using MTK chip like mine,.. i use Lenovo
p780 with MTK6589 chip,. just try to update the firmware if the light is stuck,.. tutorial in geekbuying,.. i cant post link. if you're using a PG-0917s gamepad please dont use the G910 game controller firmware included there. though flashing will be successful but the analog sticks will be totally inverted. this is irreversible because i cant find
any stock firmware for the PG-0917s. only for PG-0925. if you're using a PG-0917s gamepad please dont use the G910 game controller firmware included there. though flashing will be successful but the analog sticks will be totally inverted. this is irreversible because i cant find any stock firmware for the PG-0917s. only for PG-0925. i
have PG-9025 gamepad, my lenovo p780 phone still cant detect the bluetooth from the gamepad,.. i update the firmware to G910, still doesnt work,.. my phone doesnt detect anything,.. i search solution on google, no results,.. Page 2 In PC, im using Toshiba bluetooth stack, and i have to try several times (like half hours) to get the pad
connected, because window refuses to connect. I you try once is connected you cau use it like any other gamepad. Im using xbox360ce and works perfect.... That's strange huh? I tried many and many times and after that i could connect it using the X+home and A+home. I tried again today, but it can't pair now. Issues with Epsxe Hey
guys, I'm having trouble using the gamepad with Epsxe, seems to work well, but i noticed that with chocobos magical dungeon2 the dialogues are being skipped through rappidly, upon checking some other things, i found that my d pad doesnt work in games, and my right joystick doesnt work, and also, it would appear that in game my L2
button is always active (this might explain the quick dialouge)...... i have no idea where to go with this, and havent been able to find anyone that could help me so far. I am running a galaxy s4 with the most up to date software (just checked) Please help me so i can enjoy my investment Munch Hey guys, I'm having trouble using the
gamepad with Epsxe, seems to work well, but i noticed that with chocobos magical dungeon2 the dialogues are being skipped through rappidly, upon checking some other things, i found that my d pad doesnt work in games, and my right joystick doesnt work, and also, it would appear that in game my L2 button is always active (this might
explain the quick dialouge)...... i have no idea where to go with this, and havent been able to find anyone that could help me so far. I am running a galaxy s4 with the most up to date software (just checked) Please help me so i can enjoy my investment Munch The same thing happens whether you are using gamepad or keyboard mode?
You could also connect it to windows to check if everything is fine with the L2. Mine is working fine. iPega Wireless Bluetooth 3.0 Game Controller came today off ebay half the price of others :victory: was going to use it with my android phone it also works with most phones with bluetooth and came with no drivers or software to install so
easy to use or it should have been with the four modes it has icade, keyboard, mouse andjoy sticks :good: charged fine inless then 30 mins i got this one as it holds the phone even with my phone cover on it as removing it every time i use the pad would be a pain so ive tryed it out on mame emu and a few games and changed all the keys
to the buttons on the pad . The dpad worked fine so did the joy sticks but wont see the X A B Y buttons or the L1 R1 buttons in any of the modes also tryed it on the games ipega list no joy :crying: the phone see the bluetooth pad fine and see the button presses fine as well ive looked online for software to help with the pad but no joy im
sure the problem will be sorted soon by some one soon... ive tryed it with a few of the bluetooth pad setup tools most dont see it or not setup for it yet :fingers-crossed: any push with any ideas how to sort this would help... ive got three you tube videos showing it just look for Ipega Bluetooth controller game pad and yes im welsh... how
much is it? does it work with android Gingerbread?(i think no...) hmm The same thing happens whether you are using gamepad or keyboard mode? You could also connect it to windows to check if everything is fine with the L2. Mine is working fine. im trying to connect it to windows and nothing is happening, i originally connected it to my
phone using the x+homekey, now that is how my phone connects to it and recognizes it, is there a way to undo this? cause i am realizing now that it happens with several games H, first of all I got an iphone 5c jailbroke with the tweak controller for all. After choosing the ipega 9025 on the tweak and clicking on 'pair controller', it works fine
with most of my games. (leo's fortune, shadow blade, metal slug 3, worms 3, etc.) but my question is: after some seconds that I close a game of just return to home, the controller, I believe enter in sleep mode/save mode energy. But after it, I dont know how to return it to function in any of these games. The console just dont work
anymore, and I have to reinstall the tweak and reset the controller with a paper clip. Can you guys help me? i'am using android 4.4.4, bluez ime doens't work (bt socket connect failed), so, how i use gamekeyboard to play touch only games? (like Modern Combat 3) You may try the officials Ipega Apps, especially GHKeyIM for the "as
keyboard" recogniton of the gamepad and IPEGA Touch for the touch screen button mapping to the "keyboard" keys. See here : Good luck, Narkoa installed ipega touch but ... nothing in-game, nothing to create "profiles" for games. i'am using ipega game center to play native android games that have gamepad support, but it's an issue
with ePSXe, O and X buttons are mapped on "DPAD CENTER" button, and do same action, with ghkey ime it's works, but analogs don't. i've using ipega 9025 on my xperia L stock 4.2.2 rooted on HOME+X mode but only work on old games. i cant find a way to make it works on SPP mode until i flashed cm11 4.4.4. on cm11 kitkat i've
connect to SPP mode using ipega game centre apps it works on most current game but i dunno why it wont work on MC5 as MC4 works normally. any other recomended Gamepad apps? i've using android gamepad assistant it work just like ipega game centre and has auto reconnect mode ( really helpful when playing Real Boxing ) but
still, consumed lot of rams. i cant use bluezIme because kitkat 4.4.4 isnt supported. Any fix for the X+HOME mode for MTK devices? ipega on mac hi all, im sorry if this has been asked here before can we use ipega as joystick on mac?? i've been trying to pair ipega to my mac on all mode, the ipega is paired, yet any joystick mapper still
wont recognize it (it shown as if no controller are connected to mac) and the light on ipega keeps flashing on and off i've been searching some places, i found that using btstack on mac may help, but i have no clue about how to run btstack on map has any of you succeeded on using ipega on mac? thanks hi all, im sorry if this has been
asked here before can we use ipega as joystick on mac?? i've been trying to pair ipega to my mac on all mode, the ipega is paired, yet any joystick mapper still wont recognize it (it shown as if no controller are connected to mac) and the light on ipega keeps flashing on and off i've been searching some places, i found that using btstack on
mac may help, but i have no clue about how to run btstack on map has any of you succeeded on using ipega on mac? thanks Have you paired the iPega in the correct mode? For mapping, try Enjoyable: . It works with both my MOGA Power Pro and Phonejoy. Page 3 Have you paired the iPega in the correct mode? For mapping, try
Enjoyable: It works with both my MOGA Power Pro and Phonejoy. i have tried using both iCade and Keyboard mode, and i have used enjoyable. the pairing was successful but the led on the ipega keeps on blinking, and enjoyable doesnt detect ipega at all HELP!! stock firmware for IPEGA 9021 i recently flash my ipega 9021 firmware
with Gamepad G910 firmware, now my phone cannot connect to pg9021 anymore, please, anyone can help me on this? i have tried using both iCade and Keyboard mode, and i have used enjoyable. the pairing was successful but the led on the ipega keeps on blinking, and enjoyable doesnt detect ipega at all Have you tried resetting the
controller? There's a reset switch you can access with a paper clip. Have you tried resetting the controller? There's a reset switch you can access with a paper clip. yes, as a matter of fact, i have resetted it couple of time, still no luck, the device is successfully paired, but the led keeps blinking and enjoyable didnt see any device iPEGA
9017S works natively in OS X 10.9.4 yes, as a matter of fact, i have resetted it couple of time, still no luck, the device is successfully paired, but the led keeps blinking and enjoyable didnt see any device If the LED is still blinking, it's not being recognized by OS X. If all is correct, the LED remains lit. I've just done a test with my iPEGA
9017S. After pairing in Joystick mode (Home+X), the LED stays lit solid. The iPEGA shows up in Enjoyable, and responds in the following way within OS X desktop without any mapping done: Left analog stick moves the mouse cursor. Button B triggers Expose; I believe this emulates the middle mouse click. Button X is mouse left-click.
Button A is mouse right-click. Button Y does nothing. D-pad does nothing. Left and right triggers do nothing. I test further with Astro Duel from the Mac App Store. The iPEGA responds in the following way: D-Pad navigates all the clickable tabs in the start page. Button X is confirmation. When the game starts, Button A is fire, Button X is
accelerate. So, I can confirm Joystick mode works in OS X. Now, to troubleshoot your Bluetooth pairing, do the following: Delete the pairing for the iPEGA. Turn off Bluetooth; make sure you are using a wired keyboard and mouse, else you can't turn Bluetooth off. Go to HD/Library/Preferences folder. Delete
/Library/Preferences/com.apple.Bluetooth.plist. Also delete /Library/Preferences/com.apple.HIToolbox.plist. Go to ~/Library/Preferences/ByHost/ Delete ~/Library/Preferences/ByHost/com.apple.Bluetooth.[UUID].plist. The [UUID] is a string unique to your system. Also delete ~/Library/Preferences/ByHost/com.apple.HIToolbox.[UUID].plist.
Secure erase trash. Reboot. Turn on Bluetooth. You'll notice all your previously paired Bluetooth devices are now shown by their MAC addresses. To restore their device names, just connect them again one by one. Put your iPEGA is Joystick mode and pair again. It should work now. Last edited: Aug 21, 2014 If the LED is still blinking, it's
not being recognized by OS X. If all is correct, the LED remains lit. I've just done a test with my iPEGA 9017. After pairing in Joystick mode (Home+X), the LED stays lit solid. The iPEGA shows up in Enjoyable, and responds in the following way within OS X desktop without any mapping done: Left analog stick moves the mouse cursor.
Button B triggers Expose; I believe this emulates the middle mouse click. Button X is mouse left-click. Button A is mouse right-click. Button Y does nothing. D-pad does nothing. Left and right triggers do nothing. D-Pad navigates all the clickable tabs in the start page. Button X is confirmation. When the game starts, Button A is fire, Button
X is accelerate. So, I can confirm Joystick mode works in OS X. Now, to troubleshoot your Bluetooth pairing, do the following: Delete the pairing for the iPEGA. Turn off Bluetooth; make sure you are using a wired keyboard and mouse, else you can't turn Bluetooth off. Go to HD/Library/Preferences folder. Delete
/Library/Preferences/com.apple.Bluetooth.plist. Also delete /Library/Preferences/com.apple.HIToolbox.plist. Go to ~/Library/Preferences/ByHost/ Delete ~/Library/Preferences/ByHost/com.apple.Bluetooth.[UUID].plist. The [UUID] is a string unique to your system. Also delete ~/Library/Preferences/ByHost/com.apple.HIToolbox.[UUID].plist.
Secure erase trash. Reboot. Turn on Bluetooth. You'll notice all your previously paired Bluetooth devices are now shown by their MAC addresses. To restore their device names, just connect them again one by one. Put your iPEGA is Joystick mode and pair again. It should work now. okay i will try and do this, will post here again for result
if it means anything, my device series is PG 9025, my OS is maverick ---------- Post added at 08:25 AM ---------- Previous post was at 08:03 AM ---------- If the LED is still blinking, it's not being recognized by OS X. If all is correct, the LED remains lit. Delete the pairing for the iPEGA. Turn off Bluetooth; make sure you are using a wired
keyboard and mouse, else you can't turn Bluetooth off. Go to HD/Library/Preferences folder. Delete /Library/Preferences/com.apple.Bluetooth.plist. Also delete /Library/Preferences/com.apple.HIToolbox.plist. Go to ~/Library/Preferences/ByHost/ Delete ~/Library/Preferences/ByHost/com.apple.Bluetooth.[UUID].plist. The [UUID] is a string
unique to your system. Also delete ~/Library/Preferences/ByHost/com.apple.HIToolbox.[UUID].plist. Secure erase trash. Reboot. Turn on Bluetooth. You'll notice all your previously paired Bluetooth devices are now shown by their MAC addresses. To restore their device names, just connect them again one by one. Put your iPEGA is
Joystick mode and pair again. It should work now. okay, i've tried this, did all the step, restart and reset, still with the blinking i've tried pairing it with some of my friend's mac too, same case blinking >.< That's odd. Sorry, I can't help you any further as I don't have a 9025. Perhaps try reflashing the stock firmware? its okay, thanks for trying
anyway, it could also be that the product that i bought has a defect, im not sure, i'll try reflashing the firmware tonight, will update I read a good portion of this thread, but I still can't see people reliably making it work on 4.2.2, so I'd like to know if anyone managed to make this work under android 4.2.2 or superior? I have an ipega 9025. I
read a good portion of this thread, but I still can't see people reliably making it work on 4.2.2, so I'd like to know if anyone managed to make this work under android 4.2.2 or superior? I have an ipega 9025. i use it with my xperia L on stock 4.2.2 without any problems. my ipega 9025 connect perfectly. Reactions: Fenrir007 I have Ipega pg-
9017. Mediatek MT6572 JB 4.2 Y + Home (Can't Pair, Paired Sucessfully on Android but The Lights Keep Blinking) X + Home (Paired Successfully, detected as mouse. There is a pointer on top left screen, when I press the left analog to the left the mouse goes right. And when I press the left analog up, the mouse goes down. Some
button act as left click, and back button. A + Home (Paired Successfully, Keyboard Mode, Works Great, Except the left analog and the dpad cannot work independently and right analog isn't working) B + Home (Paired Sucessfuly, Sort of Keyboard Mode, excep now one button served as two key stroke. One Key Stroke for Button Down,
and the other is for button up. For example when I push Y button, the letter will be "ab". Left Analog and D - Pad cannot work independently. Select and Start is not Working. Tested on PC Windows 7. X + Home (Work Flawlessly, All Button Detected Including D-Pad, Left Analog, and Right Analog all of them work independently. There is
no issues at all). As tested on PC, my Ipega is not defected. All of the button works perfectly as it supposed to be, including both analog. Is there any way I can make it to work on my Android. I would love to have both analog and d - pad works independently. Any Help is Appreciated :good: Reactions: sousaptak I have Ipega pg-9017.
Mediatek MT6572 JB 4.2 Y + Home (Can't Pair, Paired Sucessfully on Android but The Lights Keep Blinking) X + Home (Paired Successfully, detected as mouse. There is a pointer on top left screen, when I press the left analog to the left the mouse goes right. And when I press the left analog up, the mouse goes down. Some button act
as left click, and back button. A + Home (Paired Successfully, Keyboard Mode, Works Great, Except the left analog and the dpad cannot work independently and right analog isn't working) B + Home (Paired Sucessfuly, Sort of Keyboard Mode, excep now one button served as two key stroke. One Key Stroke for Button Down, and the
other is for button up. For example when I push Y button, the letter will be "ab". Left Analog and D - Pad cannot work independently. Select and Start is not Working. Tested on PC Windows 7. X + Home (Work Flawlessly, All Button Detected Including D-Pad, Left Analog, and Right Analog all of them work independently. There is no
issues at all). As tested on PC, my Ipega is not defected. All of the button works perfectly as it supposed to be, including both analog. Is there any way I can make it to work on my Android. I would love to have both analog and d - pad works independently. Any Help is Appreciated :good: No solution as of yet. You can try flashing the G910
firmware on your iPega and connect using either the X or Y buttons, but you must be on Android 4.4. I have an iPega PG-9025, I'm on MT6592. Can't get it to work under 4.2, no matter what. When I'm on KitKat, the controller works flawlessly with the G910 firmware. iPega Game Center doesn't do **** for me (factory firmware). Last
edited: Aug 23, 2014 Reactions: HubrisRev5 No solution as of yet. You can try flashing the G910 firmware on your iPega and connect using either the X or Y buttons, but you must be on Android 4.4. I have an iPega PG-9025, I'm on MT6592. Can't get it to work under 4.2, no matter what. When I'm on KitKat, the controller works flawlessly
with the G910 firmware. iPega Game Center doesn't do **** for me (factory firmware). you can connect using mode X on kitkat?? i cant made it work on both galaxy ace 2 and xperia L. both running cm11 and the only way is using ipega game controller on Mode+Y. but since not may old games working on kitkat, and ppspp, soul calibur
required Mode X i had to stuck on stock 4.2.2 roms buttons are reversed I recently bought this control, did the setting up everything right, put the L1 and R1 buttons are reversed, ie, they appear as L2 and R2. any way to solve this? Hi guys. I bought Ipega-9025, but can't connect it to my Lenovo S660 with CPU MTK6582 and android
4.2.2. Can you help me with it? How can I connect it? Android sees gamepad on all modes and connects it, but gamepad continues to blink. Last edited: Aug 27, 2014 No solution as of yet. You can try flashing the G910 firmware on your iPega and connect using either the X or Y buttons, but you must be on Android 4.4. I have an iPega
PG-9025, I'm on MT6592. Can't get it to work under 4.2, no matter what. When I'm on KitKat, the controller works flawlessly with the G910 firmware. iPega Game Center doesn't do **** for me (factory firmware). Thanks for the suggestion. I stuck on firmware update mode, without knowing how to exit update mode. I have left no choice but
to update the firmware. Apparently I can't find any firmware except for the G910 firmware. I update the firmware and afraid that I will brick my IPEGA. After finishing the firmware update ALL OF THE BUTTONS WORKS PERFECTLY BOTH ANALOG WORKS FINE Thanks for the suggestion. I stuck on firmware update mode, without
knowing how to exit update mode. I have left no choice but to update the firmware. Apparently I can't find any firmware except for the G910 firmware. I update the firmware and afraid that I will brick my IPEGA. After finishing the firmware update ALL OF THE BUTTONS WORKS PERFECTLY BOTH ANALOG WORKS FINE I was afraid
too but fortunately it worked... But now the both analogs are inverted. I wonder how to get around this issue. I have a PG-9017s by the way. Last edited: Aug 29, 2014 PG-9250 Received a PG-925 for use with my nexus 4 and im impressed. Running 4.4.4 all stock. So far tested Sonic 2, Sonic CD, Ravensword 2, Nova 3, Gameboid and
GTA San An all working fine. Connecting was straight forward no problems Reactions: kamranhaghighi Page 4 Thanks for the suggestion. I stuck on firmware update mode, without knowing how to exit update mode. I have left no choice but to update the firmware. Apparently I can't find any firmware except for the G910 firmware. I update
the firmware and afraid that I will brick my IPEGA. After finishing the firmware update ALL OF THE BUTTONS WORKS PERFECTLY BOTH ANALOG WORKS FINE Can you tell me how you've did to update the firmware of Ipega 9017? I didn't find any tutorial. I don't know what was your problem with that Ipega 9017, but mine is: I can't
pair up via bluetooth with my LG G2 (D805), it is on Kitkat 4.4.2. ipega 9025 issue on xperia s lt26i I bought the ipega 9025 to use with my xperia s lt26i android 4.1.2, but when i try to pair in the gamepad mode (x+home), it pair, and works ONCE for about an hour and then it dont recognize anymore and even if i try to connect again, it
fails, and the light in the ipega keep Blinking slowly. To make it contact again i have to reboot the phone and, again, it connects just once for about 1 hour and i have to do it every time i want to connect the ipega. And i tried several times to reset the ipega, but it does not solved the problem. The moga mode (a+home) seems to work with
no problems on games, but i dont like this mode because it causes some bugs on my phone. Anyone has this issue or knows how to solve, or even if the problem is with my ipega or my phone. Thanks and sorry about my english, is not my native language I recently bought this control, did the setting up everything right, put the L1 and R1
buttons are reversed, ie, they appear as L2 and R2. any way to solve this? Same thing here, I was afraid it was a bug from my device... tried reseting but still the same result... Sensibility Settings Hi Guys, can anyone please tell me if there is a chance of setting the sensibility for the analog pad? I bought this controller espacially for Real
Racing 3, but its impossible to play with this high sensibility. Got an unrooted S3 Neo with 4.4.2. Thanks in advance! Anyone know if there will be a new model soon? Because at the end of last year pg-9025 came out and the year before pg-9017 Would feel stupid if i buy the pg-9025 if there would be a new model soon. Anyone know if
there will be a new model soon? Because at the end of last year pg-9025 came out and the year before pg-9017 Would feel stupid if i buy the pg-9025 if there would be a new model soon. Hello everyone my name is Italo, I am newbie here in xda forum. I come to report a problem with this ipega control. have a android 4.4.2 cwm 11 kikat,
and I can not connect to the game SuperGNES. anyone have a solution? It's cheap ,£12.20..I will buy one. Hello. I have problem with ipega 9025, when i install g910 firmware installation will be complete but ipega not working, not turned on and computer not detected ipega. Please help me. Sorry for my bad english. Opinion I have a
iPEGA PG-9025 and I noticed that when I used it with CyanogenMod under 4.4 it paired better with my Galaxy S Plus, but now with 4.4.4 it is kinda difficult. Maybe it is one explanation. Hi guys, i recently bought Ipega 9023 - its ok but sometimes i have trouble with paring as my arrow keys are getting stuck, and I cannot change direction,
anyone faced simmilar problem? I was afraid too but fortunately it worked... But now the both analogs are inverted. I wonder how to get around this issue. I have a PG-9017s by the way. It's easy. Well, For most emulator such as ppsspp and drasticds, you can just connect to keyboard mode and assign the button. For games that support
gamepad natively such ass GTA : SA, I just ned to install GameKeyboard+ and "reinvert" the button. GTA : SA Works Flawlessly. I have a problem with every touchscreen emulation app, such gamekeyboard+ or usb/BT joystick. When the app is foreground, it's working. When I put it in background, after a minute it closes (gamekeyboard)
or it restarts (usb/BT joystick), needing to re-pair the sixaxis. It's like android terminates the background services that uses a screen overlay to emulate touchscreen (I am ignorant in this matter). Does anyone have the same issue? I have a HTC one s with cm11 Inviato dal mio One S utilizzando Tapatalk Ipega 9025 Hello plzz can any one
link me to a tutorial to get it work with gamekeyboard or tinykeymaper. Any app. I can't understand this controller. I can get it conected normal keyboard mode x+home. And y+home with bitgames ime. App. But A+home never works or asks me a pin code. And bluez ime I can't get it conected. I'm going crazy. I want to make profiles on
screen to play all games with controler. Like I used to do with sixaxis controller... EDIT for some reason i got it working realy sixaxis was way easier so i just conected the controler in X+home mode than paired it with the phone without any app than opent tiny keymapper and for my surprise it sayed ipega blablabla i was like say what!! so i
got it working for touchprofiles. damn im happy, this isnt the easiest one. no i will see how to get it working in MC4 and MC5. For some reason mc4 works great with gamepad with bitgames ime in y+home. But mc5 wont reconize the controller. And this stays a wied controler it conects like 1of10times in y+home with bitgames very
anoying. Still have mo clue how this controller works Last edited: Oct 31, 2014 Please, How to use Gamepad enabler? I paired Ipega gamepad with Bluez IME and when i sarted gamepad enabler and wanted to map keys, it didnt work. just dumb question how to conect it with bluez ime? i can't get it. acualy dont have a clue how to conect
it. i just conect it with x+home to my phone. or use Y+home with bitgames center. (but right dpad didnt work for some reason) it alwasy keeps saying conection to (bluetooth ip of controler) but doesnt do any thing els. After some hours, I finally got my ipega PG-9017s working... At first time some buttons worked in gamepad mode (X +
home), but all my games does not recognized the buttons properly. So, after some searching, I made a fix. Basically I created a keylayout for the gamepad (as it is using the generic layout provided by Android). After that, all my games started to work properly with the gamepad without aditional drives and/or programs. I only have to pair it
using gamepad mode (X + home). I'm on Nexus 4 with KitKat 4.4.2. If someone wants to test, the file is attached to this post. Apps tested: Modern Combat 4 - MeltDown Update Crazy Taxi PPSSPP Riptide GP2 Mupen64 Plus AE SuperGNES How to install: Extract and copy file to /system/usr/keylayout and set permission to 644. reboot
your device and reconect gamepad. Hope it helps. PS. Sorry if someone already made this. I read some pages of this topic, but i didn't find nothing related. ah thanks a bunch, it works with 9017 as well tested in GTA: SA :good: Hi Guys, I'm slightly confused between ipega 9025 & 9021. I have a Find 7 & Oneplus one on its way. Has
anyone tested either of these controllers on any of those devices? I dunno I'm leaning towards 9021. I can't comment on the 9025 but I'm running a 9021 game controller with my OPO and its super fast, no lag and connects everytime. Took some messing around to set it up but well worth the effort (the user manual is a joke). Its really as
simple as this: - Use Ipega's Android Gamepad Assistant to connect OPO to controller press Y+home (this is where my issues started, took plenty of goes to get the app to connect to the controller). - Load games thru Gamepad Games (free download), forget about BitGames Game Centre & Emulator as recommended by the user
manual. Also make sure in Settings/Language & Input/ 'Gamepad Assistant Controller' is ticked. Smooth gaming from there. Reactions: reggiexp ah thanks a bunch, it works with 9017 as well tested in GTA: SA :good: euh cool you got mc4 working in keybaord mode, i have the pg9025 but mc4 refuses to work in x + home, only Y, but
bitgames is anoying as **** and conects like 1/10 times and messed up when i conect it i X home bitgames opens and makes the controler stop working in most games so in deinstalled and now looking for something that could make it work in mc4/mc5 I can't comment on the 9025 but I'm running a 9021 game controller with my OPO and
its super fast, no lag and connects everytime. Took some messing around to set it up but well worth the effort (the user manual is a joke). Its really as simple as this: - Use Ipega's Android Gamepad Assistant to connect OPO to controller press Y+home (this is where my issues started, took plenty of goes to get the app to connect to the
controller). - Load games thru Gamepad Games (free download), forget about BitGames Game Centre & Emulator as recommended by the user manual. Also make sure in Settings/Language & Input/ 'Gamepad Assistant Controller' is ticked. Smooth gaming from there. Thanks mate, had a horrid time getting it to work with Oppo Find 7
and that too partially. There's been a lot of talk on the net abt Y+Home or X+Home. I still cant play Modern Combat (I can get the gamepad connected and calibrated) but can't seem to get it work. Works well on FIFA though. Any suggestions? Last edited: Nov 2, 2014 Page 5 Thanks mate, had a horrid time getting it to work with Oppo
Find 7 and that too partially. There's been a lot of talk on the net abt Y+Home or X+Home. I still cant play Modern Combat (I can get the gamepad connected and calibrated) but can't seem to get it work. Works well on FIFA though. Any suggestions? I've had no success connecting with X+Home. Y+Home no probs. I can play MC4 once
connected but zero luck using the controller with MC5. Accorrding to Gameloft they're working on a fix in the next update... Fingers crossed I've had no success connecting with X+Home. Y+Home no probs. I can play MC4 once connected but zero luck using the controller with MC5. Accorrding to Gameloft they're working on a fix in the
next update... Fingers crossed Good to hear that I'm not the only one affected by this on MC5....lol. No success on MC5 using Y+Home, but using X+Home, I could play but not all controls work. Only left&right joystick and L1&R1 buttons work. Will wait for the update. Last edited: Nov 3, 2014 my ipega 9025 Hi Guys, Got my Ipega 9025,
My problem is the control mapping in DEAD TRIGGER 2. I saw a video in youtube the DT2 is working in a lower version application of IPEGA called ipega game center, in my device manual the latest app is ipega game assistant, and the DT2 is not playable in my device. Does any of you tried the DT2 in Ipega Game Assitant? BTW my
phone is Xperia Z1 workaround Good to hear that I'm not the only one affected by this on MC5....lol. No success on MC5 using Y+Home, but using X+Home, I could play but not all controls work. Only left&right joystick and L1&R1 buttons work. Will wait for the update. Try unplug keyboard and mouse then use ipega in mouse mode to
navigate also uninstall all ipega software connect to bluetooth mode x and pair this worked for me Dt2,,Dt1,mc5,Hotd,mc4:good::good: euh cool you got mc4 working in keybaord mode, i have the pg9025 but mc4 refuses to work in x + home, only Y, but bitgames is anoying as **** and conects like 1/10 times and messed up when i conect
it i X home bitgames opens and makes the controler stop working in most games so in deinstalled and now looking for something that could make it work in mc4/mc5 just bought 9025, and I can confirm this gamepad is awesome :victory: just download Ipega Game Center from here and follow instruction from here good luck, work in GTA:
SA and MC4 Reactions: reggiexp My ipega 9017 was working flawlessly, i haven't used it for a bit, i would carry it in my bag or briefcase, now it's not turning on, not a clue, no lights of search and charging i tried charging it for a short time no luck. I used reset button on the back side, no luck, when i connected it to pc, pc recognizes it,
when i press reset when connected to pc it disconnects as long as i hold reset button. Have anyone encountered such problem? So umm, i have opened and checked for hardware problems, desoldered and soldered the battery back, before flashing, so i flashed it, using androud... whatever. flashed 9025 firmware now the analogue is
inverted, NEED A STOCK 9017 Firmware. Guys, where i can find this ipega 9017 firmware ? how come ipega 9025 has a firmware on the Internet and ipega 9017 doesn't ? Did anyone manage to connect to Y+Home mode on MT6592? Tried several times but no luck. X+Home is working though. Tried it on MT6589, both modes didn't
work is ipega 9028's touchpad useful for android gaming I am thinking of buying an ipega controller but I'm not sure if I should go for 9025 or 9028. I'm sorry if I'm posting this in the wrong forum.I'm new to XDA and a little confused I will use the controller for galaxy grand duos, xperia Z and redmi 1s. Please help. I am thinking of buying an
ipega controller but I'm not sure if I should go for 9025 or 9028. I'm sorry if I'm posting this in the wrong forum.I'm new to XDA and a little confused I will use the controller for galaxy grand duos, xperia Z and redmi 1s. Please help. Go for the 9025. Its a good controler. And chrap The 9028 is basically the same the r1 and L1 trigger ar like
xbox and i has a ps4 controler touchpad. Reactions: Nish-Z Help with the 9028 I just bought this IPEGA 9028 controller and I'm not very tech savvy. What I want to do is play Order and Chaos with it on my Note 4 (not rooted). I've tried to use Tincore, but I'm not sophisticated enough to get it working. Does anyone know how to get
something like that working? And if so would you be willing to write it out as if I'm a 5 year old? Last edited: Nov 18, 2014 I just bought this IPEGA 9028 controller and I'm not very tech savvy. What I want to do is play Order and Chaos with it on my Note 4 (not rooted). I've tried to use Tincore, but I'm not sophisticated enough to get it
working. Does anyone know how to get something like that working? And if so would you be willing to write it out as if I'm a 5 year old? i got tinykerycore thing to work. howdont know. paired the phone in x+home (keyboard mode) and opent tynicore and it worked i make touchprofiles. its a good app with way to much option that i dont
know how they work. ---------- Post added at 06:34 PM ---------- Previous post was at 06:32 PM ---------- Same here. Just got it today. Managed to map it in FPse but not GTA SA. hum i want to use r1 and l1 in mc4 to shoot cause l2 r2 ar not very confortable to shoot with. they are good to have but not very confortable. to hold long/being
precise Man I really wish somebody who understood this stuff could explain to me how you did that. I can't even get the thing to pair with the phone most of the time. Unfortunetly my iPega i9023 don't work with Lollipop(Nvidia Shield Tablet) The app Android Gamepad Assistant Fc. :/ I'm not to be able to change protocol to GHIC. If anyone
know how to... Edit : It works with Home + X instead of Home + Y. Thank you Last edited: Nov 22, 2014 Unfortunetly my iPega i9023 don't work with Lollipop(Nvidia Shield Tablet) The app Android Gamepad Assistant Fc. :/ I'm not to be able to change protocol to GHIC. If anyone know how to... Edit : It works with Home + X instead of
Home + Y. Thank you x+home is keyboard mode. and works on all devices normaly and Y+home is gamepad/joystick mode if im right and needs a app to work I went full retard and flashed G910 on my old Ipega 9017 and axis got reversed. Then I found the 9025 firmware here and flashed it, but that didn't fix the problem as well. Can
anyone upload the original 9017 fw so I can get it back to normal? Please. I went full retard and flashed G910 on my old Ipega 9017 and axis got reversed. Then I found the 9025 firmware here and flashed it, but that didn't fix the problem as well. Can anyone upload the original 9017 fw so I can get it back to normal? Please. Same here
mate, but mine broke itself I tried much, contacted Pega, they refused to give me firmware as corporate stuff Reactions: reggiexp Page 6 ipega problem Hi guys I recently bought an ipega pg-9025 and it worked fine at the beggining But 2 days ago or so it started losing battery really quickly while turned off and after fully charging...and by
really fast i mean like 8 hours...during the night the battery drains completely...but yesterday i found out why...it turns on automatically and starts slowly blinking like its already pair to a phone but looking for it...that explains the battery drainage...now the real problem is...yesterday i saw it happen and now the ipega wont turn off...i hold the
home button till the energy light goes off but as soon as i let the home button go, the controller turns on and does the same...i tried to hit the reset button and nothing...its still on...i can play it and pair it...but as soon as i disconnect it from my phone or unpair it, it starts blinking till it drains its battery...wanted to know if this happened to
anyone else and what might be a solution... Thank you in advance Hey guys , I got this controller on a discount and im very happy with it ( for the price ). It ran okay for 2 days but the night after the 2nd day i plugged it into my computer to charge it. I played a bit with it ( while charging) and it was fine. I went to sleep and on the next day , it
wasnt working...The charging indicator was still on and now when i press the home button to attempt to connect it to my phone it just turns the indicator on for a second and turns off without blinking.I can press it as much as i want and keep it on but it doesnt connect. I tried hitting the reset button but it didnt help at all....Any solutions?
Open it up and remove the battery and put it back in?Uninstall and then install the firmware?Anything? ------ Video of the problem - YT/watch?v=lP7osGdPaiI --------- Thanks in advance, Svetozar! Last edited: Nov 27, 2014 Help will be apreciated! Please help me pals! I have never been able to pair my ipega 9025 with my Note 4 (4.4.4),
whether in the phone's buletooth setting or in ipega game center. It says "paired" but the controller led never stops blinking fast, no matter how long I wait. Thanks in advance. Please help me pals! I have never been able to pair my ipega 9025 with my Note 4 (4.4.4), whether in the phone's buletooth setting or in ipega game center. It says
"paired" but the controller led never stops blinking fast, no matter how long I wait. Thanks in advance. I think you need to install ipega game center or whatever. Apologies in advance but i'm lazy to go through a 100 pages to find my answer so: I have a nexus 5(android lollipop) and i bought the 9025s one. I use the gamepad controller
"driver" Apk, manages to work just fine connects and all, my problem is, that the shoulder buttons (L1,R1) are interpreted as the volume buttons, and B is interpreted as back. I want to use this with ppsspp and it constantly puts me back in the menu, really frustrating. How can i solve this? Thanks in advance. Hello everyone, I have a
IPEGA 9017, I tried to play with asphalt 8, the analog controller works and also directions but the 4 keys x, y etc. seem to not work, in fact I can not use the nitro .. I can do some configuration? Hello everyone, I have a IPEGA 9017, I tried to play with asphalt 8, the analog controller works and also directions but the 4 keys x, y etc. seem to
not work, in fact I can not use the nitro .. I can do some configuration? Asphalt 8 has button configuration, use it Hi everyone I have a tegra note 7 which I purchased specifically for the gaming specs which runs like like a dream with the tegra 4 chipset and with the front facing speakers (with base) is an amazing experience for android
gaming Paired with my moga pocket controller it runs most games with only minor problems however the minor problems I have found has resulted me in purchasing an ipega 9023. As modern combat would not work with moga as there is not enough buttons (specifically the fire button which is pretty useless in a fps which turned the
game into a massive game of hide n seek which I was constantly it) The question I have is does this gamepad work out the box with this game without using a key mapping software and also does fifa 15 work as it states on fifa 15 website it is not supported however I have seen ipega controllers running fifa 15 and modern combat work on
YouTube flawlessly but not the 9023 Any help would be appreciated Last edited: Dec 21, 2014 Hi everyone I have a tegra note 7 which I purchased specifically for the gaming specs which runs like like a dream with the tegra 4 chipset and with the front facing speakers (with base) is an amazing experience for android gaming Paired with
my moga pocket controller it runs most games with only minor problems however the minor problems I have found has resulted me in purchasing an ipega 9023. As modern combat would not work with moga as there is not enough buttons (specifically the fire button which is pretty useless in a fps which turned the game into a massive
game of hide n seek which I was constantly it) The question I have is does this gamepad work out the box with this game without using a key mapping software and also does fifa 15 work as it states on fifa 15 website it is not supported however I have seen ipega controllers running fifa 15 and modern combat work on YouTube flawlessly
but not the 9023 Any help would be appreciated Most games work in keyboard mode on my ipega 9025 its x+home And for all gameloft games you need to download a app. Like bitgames or ipegagamecenter (not sure cause i hate the apps they keep opening them self but they work) Search in this treath you will find links I have recently
bought the ipega 9025 controller. Does the android lollipop update(Nexus 5) break something ? The controller is pairing fine and i can use it on my launcher. But i tried it on Shadow Fight2, it doesnt work at all. I also tried tincore keymapper but it is also only able to map the keys, after that nothing works. Also with BluezIME i am getting a
socket error while connecting the device also. Any solutions or alternate means ? I have recently bought the ipega 9025 controller. Does the android lollipop update(Nexus 5) break something ? The controller is pairing fine and i can use it on my launcher. But i tried it on Shadow Fight2, it doesnt work at all. I also tried tincore keymapper
but it is also only able to map the keys, after that nothing works. Also with BluezIME i am getting a socket error while connecting the device also. Any solutions or alternate means ? Correct me if in wrong. But shadow fight 2 direct support gamepads. About Tincore, i used to play sf2 using tincore on my ipega 9017. I have recently bought
the ipega 9025 controller. Does the android lollipop update(Nexus 5) break something ? The controller is pairing fine and i can use it on my launcher. But i tried it on Shadow Fight2, it doesnt work at all. I also tried tincore keymapper but it is also only able to map the keys, after that nothing works. Also with BluezIME i am getting a socket
error while connecting the device also. Any solutions or alternate means ? Any chance you can install fifa 15 and check if it works without the use of the apps? Any chance you can install fifa 15 and check if it works without the use of the apps? I tried and install it. The L1 and R1 keys are automatically configured for VolUp and VolDn. The
directional keys work fine. There's no button for shooting as such. L2,R2 also doesn't work. Any solutions for remapping keys. None of generic apps like BluezIME etc work with Lollipop as per my experience. Correct me if in wrong. But shadow fight 2 direct support gamepads. About Tincore, i used to play sf2 using tincore on my ipega
9017. Tried tincore too. Its detecting the keys but during gameplay, nothing happens. I have configured everything correctly. There's this app Game Controller 2 Touch ( which seems to support Lollipop but its a paid app(5$). Any other viable options ? P.S. I tried to put the ipega 9025 in keyboard mode and it got detected automatically on
Windows 10 and I can play Fifa on my pc perfectly. I tried and install it. The L1 and R1 keys are automatically configured for VolUp and VolDn. The directional keys work fine. There's no button for shooting as such. L2,R2 also doesn't work. Any solutions for remapping keys. None of generic apps like BluezIME etc work with Lollipop as per
my experience. Tried tincore too. Its detecting the keys but during gameplay, nothing happens. I have configured everything correctly. There's this app Game Controller 2 Touch ( which seems to support Lollipop but its a paid app(5$). Any other viable options ? P.S. I tried to put the ipega 9025 in keyboard mode and it got detected



automatically on Windows 10 and I can play Fifa on my pc perfectly. I dunno but tincore is such butthurt to configure, back in ipega 9017 i used to hit x+home and tap discover devices from tincore, when you long press button on your gamepad layout will pop-up then you can map it, remember pair your device directly from Tincore. Hope it
helps. I dunno but tincore is such butthurt to configure, back in ipega 9017 i used to hit x+home and tap discover devices from tincore, when you long press button on your gamepad layout will pop-up then you can map it, remember pair your device directly from Tincore. Hope it helps. Yeah it gets paired, that's how i configure it. But the
keys as well as joystick don't work when actually playing the games. Ask Has anyone gotten it working with 4.2? I really want to get a wireless gamepad for my Nexus 4. I like that the iPega has analog sticks, but doesn't require fidgety software like the Moga or Nyko Playpad. Aside from the iPega controller what other controllers have you
guys tried? hi. man... are u still using ipega.... is it support asphalt 8? i've update A8 and it can't.. pls help.:crying: Page 7 hi. man... are u still using ipega.... is it support asphalt 8? i've update A8 and it can't.. pls help.:crying: Unfortunately I never did get the ipega. I ended going with the Moga, but I didn't use it all that much. Worked alright
with a mapping app that was made for it (forgot the name). You needed to be rooted in order to use the app. In the end I just never really played all that many games on my N4 due to its limited storage space. Guys i just don't get, i have OnePlus One with cm11s Android 4.4.4 I can connect it easily with x+home, i have red the older
pages, simply i don't need bluezime in never android, is that so? Anyway with x+home method it plays asphalt 8, reaper etc fine. But it doesnt work with Hero Siege, it's moga enhanced but i just can't get it working Guys i just don't get, i have OnePlus One with cm11s Android 4.4.4 I can connect it easily with x+home, i have red the older
pages, simply i don't need bluezime in never android, is that so? Anyway with x+home method it plays asphalt 8, reaper etc fine. But it doesnt work with Hero Siege, it's moga enhanced but i just can't get it working X+home is keyboard mode. for most gameloft games you need a app for ipega to conect it in Y+home X+home is keyboard
mode. for most gameloft games you need a app for ipega to conect it in Y+home What app are you using, ipega game centre or Android Gamepad assistant? My ipega 9017 had Game centre on its manual, but 9025 has links for Gamepad Assistant What app are you using, ipega game centre or Android Gamepad assistant? My ipega
9017 had Game centre on its manual, but 9025 has links for Gamepad Assistant i used both. and acualy hate them. they keep opening it self..... and if i have one installed it imposible to use x+home cause the apps fu ckes it up.... Help please I just got my ipega 9025 today, but for some reason I can't use ipega gamepad assistant. Installs
fine, but won't start, enters app then shows black screen and exits. Any solution? I'm using an Lenovo Yoga Tablet 2 Pro 13.3 with kitkat. Last edited: Jan 3, 2015 battery drain i charged my ipega for more than 1 hour but the charge indicator keep blinking when i use it and for atleast 15 minutes it turned off is it my ipega broken or what?
also i'm only can use one mode (Y+home), why? is it because ipega game center app? ipega 9025 YMode not working i'm trying Y+Home on my ipega 9025 and minix x7 RK3188 chipset i can connect bluetooth.. entering in gamepad assistant app... but when i try to use it kept getting Non-OPD protocol controller error i find googling
about a setting in gamepad assistant for NON-OPD controller support but i don't find it in settings(i'll try to decompile it and find it in array.xml) this setting simply doesn't show on my minix(and also on my Nexus 5) Somebody can help me? Can anyone post the latest firmware for ipega 9025 ? I had a newer version than the one posted on
the thread before. Flashed that and now behavior has changed slightly. I'm using one of these and have managed to pair it in gamepad mode (home + x) with my S5 Lollipop rooted. When using with n64oid though, it's not registering the right analogue stick. I see some people in this thread had this issue aswel. did anyone manage to find
what was wrong with it? Just brought this off Aliexpress and I can't get the pairing done. After I press the home button, the search LED doesn't stay put... I also tried pressing the other buttons but it can't even start blinking... No app installed I was simply trying to pair it via Bluetooth. Does this means that I have a defective device?
Reactions: brutalsam Just brought this off Aliexpress and I can't get the pairing done. After I press the home button, the search LED doesn't stay put... I also tried pressing the other buttons but it can't even start blinking... No app installed I was simply trying to pair it via Bluetooth. Does this means that I have a defective device? You mean
LED is not even powering ? Try the reset button, it's in some kind of hole, you should press it with some long and sharp clip. Or try to charge, see if charging LED is on. You mean LED is not even powering ? Try the reset button, its in some kind of hole, you should press it with some long and sharp clip. Or try to charge, see if charging
LED is on. No, I meant that after I press on the home button, the led above the search button lights up in red but as soon as I stop clicking on it it doesn't blink as supposed to like the tutorial videos I've found on YouTube as how to set it up. It only stays red all the time. Tried it with home+Y/X/A/B all of them. Also did a reset before (I struck
a pin on the place for about 10 seconds) and still not blinking. Also, I don't know if this helps but when I'm charging it is still red... The manual says that it should be orange. But after charging the led shuts down as supposed to so I'm confused whether my controller is working as supposed to. I believe the ipega controller I have is the 9025
one. I also tried another controller with my OPO and it worked flawlessly so I believe it's a problem with ipega. No, I meant that after I press on the home button, the led above the search button lights up in red but as soon as I stop clicking on it it doesn't blink as supposed to like the tutorial videos I've found on YouTube as how to set it up.
It only stays red all the time. Tried it with home+Y/X/A/B all of them. Also did a reset before (I struck a pin on the place for about 10 seconds) and still not blinking. Also, I don't know if this helps but when I'm charging it is still red... The manual says that it should be orange. But after charging the led shuts down as supposed to so I'm
confused whether my controller is working as supposed to. I believe the ipega controller I have is the 9025 one. I also tried another controller with my OPO and it worked flawlessly so I believe it's a problem with ipega. Wow, i have OPO too. Anyway, yeah it seems you have a defective one, i suggest you open a dispute. And try to reflash
9025 firmware, maybe that will help, just search around this thread, you will find firmware file and necessary tools to do so. Good Luck. Need help with ipega 9021 Hey Ramersonw, After some hours, I finally got my ipega PG-9017s working... At first time some buttons worked in gamepad mode (X + home), but all my games does not
recognized the buttons properly. So, after some searching, I made a fix. Basically I created a keylayout for the gamepad (as it is using the generic layout provided by Android). After that, all my games started to work properly with the gamepad without aditional drives and/or programs. I only have to pair it using gamepad mode (X + home).
I'm on Nexus 4 with KitKat 4.4.2. If someone wants to test, the file is attached to this post. Apps tested: Modern Combat 4 - MeltDown Update Crazy Taxi PPSSPP Riptide GP2 Mupen64 Plus AE SuperGNES How to install: Extract and copy file to /system/usr/keylayout and set permission to 644. reboot your device and reconect gamepad.
Hope it helps. PS. Sorry if someone already made this. I read some pages of this topic, but i didn't find nothing related. Hi Ramerson! This is about that post of urs from long ago about the ipega 9017 and how u made a custom key layout. I have the ipega 9021 and followed all instructions to make my own keymap file but still I cannot get
the system to map my trigger buttons... I wan ted to use them as L2 and R2 buttons. Key button mapper apkn recognizes all buttons. But gamepad test doesn't recognize the triggers right away but lags just q bit. Any suggestions? Can u help me out? Games like airsupremacy and nova 3 wont recognize the triggers. But games like
Stranger odd lands works perfect.. Without using any keymaps... By the way... I'm trying to do this by using ES explorer with root access and directly editing files in the keylayout folder, using es note editor....and instead of using chmod to change the permissions, I am using the properties---permissions options to do that.. Last edited: Feb
10, 2015 By the way, the ipega 9025 firmware posted in this forum is not the latest one and the mapping is totally wrong. I have two 9025 controllers, in one I put the g910 firmware for test and then put the ipega (downloaded here) back. Well, the two pads behave in a totally different way, the pad with factory firmware have a perfect key
mapping (tested with Gamepad test app) while the firmware in here have a totally screw key mapping. I tried to use the keylayout file also posted here before but only the one made for the 9017 work but I loose the multimedia buttons, if I use the one made for the 9025 the system just ignore it and goes back to the wrong mapping. All this
just to say.. DO NOT change the original firmware, the one posted here is just not the same. Maybe someone have an updated version?? P.S. if someone have the 95% writing error with the firmware flasher, just connect the gamepad to a USB 2.0 port, the USB 3.0 was causing the problem in my PC. Just wanted you guys to know , the
custom 9017 keylaout works perfectly on cm12 lollipop on my N5 Sent from my Nexus 5 using XDA Free mobile app Ipega and Mi4 Hello guys, i have a Ipega 9025 controller and i started using it on my Mi4 yesterday. It works well but the lower buttons (volume up and down etc..) don't work. Does anybody have the same problem? Hello
guys, i have a Ipega 9025 controller and i started using it on my Mi4 yesterday. It works well but the lower buttons (volume up and down etc..) don't work. Does anybody have the same problem? Did you paired the device with X+home or Y+home with the ipega app? Page 8 Did you paired the device with X+home or Y+home with the
ipega app? Yes, i paired with both versions of Ipega app (the one i found in this forum an the one i found on the instructions sheet of the controller). My Xiaomi Mi4 reacts to the controller ant it works well with Gta vice city, San Andreas, PPSSPP emulator and Super Retro 16 emulator (Snes). In Y+Home mode and with the ipega app the
multimedia buttons don't work. Since you have a Snapdragon processor device you should connect as standard HID gamepad pairing the controller with X+home without any extra app. In this way you also have the multimedia buttons working properly Reactions: Damianat In Y+Home mode and with the ipega app the multimedia buttons
don't work. Since you have a Snapdragon processor device you should connect as standard HID gamepad pairing the controller with X+home without any extra app. In this way you also have the multimedia buttons working properly Thank you very much!!! All works well now!! getting vendor id To get Vendor ID and Product ID, you have
to install terminal emulator app and type cat /proc/bus/input/devices . It'll show all input devices on your phone. In my case, controller appeared as "Broadcom Bluetooh HID". Modern Combat 4 is working fine. All buttons are mapped correctly. I think with this keymap, all games compatible with moga pro will work. Ramersons right and I'm
sure he typed the syntax correctly..... But I didn't see it at first.... There is a space between "cat" and "/" Custom keymap for ipega classic gamepad or PG-9021 Friends, After following Ramersonw's instructions and also a post on the thrive forums about custom keymapping, I have managed to make a custom keymap layout for the IPEGA
pg-9021. I have not extensively tested it but anyone out there with the tegra note, it even works now with nvidia's gamepad mapper.. Important because of the hybrid mode (touchscreen and in game key mapping). Without the keymap layout, nvidia gamepad mapper would not register the LT & RT…... The gamepad must be in gamepad
mode (x+home) even the media keys work, well, volume up and down work best anyway.... Media next , media previous, play pause, they do work in vlc but not in moboplayer... Make sure to rename the file as per your pad's vendor Id and product id. I have searched over the net for this but could not find it... If It does exist and was made
by someone else, please note I have not copied/stolen it from them. I myself made this file in ES FILE EXPLORER with root permissions enabled and edited a keypad layout for a Logitech f310 wired pad which I have... So unzip and paste the .kl file in system/usr/keylayout. Make sure that device is not listed in bluetooth paired devices. If
it is listed, unpair it, and pair again.. Enjoy playing! Last edited: Mar 15, 2015 Hello, I consider buying this IPEGA controller: amazon.de/Controller-Gamepad-Joypad-Android-Schwarz/dp/B00DQMK80Q/ (cannot post the full link because of spam protection for new users, sorry!) There are no information about the model in the description,
so I cannot find lots of information about the controller. But this is by far the cheapest model available here, so I would like to give this a try.. I have a Nexus 5 stock rooted with Android 5.01 and would like to play DS/Gameboy/N64 Games on it. Would this work out? Or would you recommend an other model? Thanks! Ipega controller
works great! Just sharing my experience... So I bought mine from eBay and the listing says it's a PG-9017. I use it only in standard mode (Home + X) as I want the most simple option - no messing around. My phone is a Galaxy S4 (active version) Android 4.4 and the controller worked fine straight out of the box. The results I had from the
keytest: [ key-number + physical-button ( + android-interpretation)] 304 a 305 b 307 x 308 y 310 left-bumper (outputs L1) 311 right-bumper (outputs R1) 312 select (outputs L2) 313 start (outputs R2) The d-pad and stick were set up as normal, like a 360 controller, which is very lucky as the 360 controller works with many games. Anyway
the main issue I had was that Start / Select were set to L2 / R2, and the 'bumpers' were set to L1 / R1 - however games default triggers to L2 / R2 (eg Modern Combat 5). So to fix this I needed to switch these around. This is how I did it: ES file explorer > system root (need root explorer addon) > system/usr/keylayout/Generic.kl With the
build-in editor I switched the L1 to L2 etc like this: key 310 BUTTON_L2 key 311 BUTTON_R2 key 312 BUTTON_L1 key 313 BUTTON_R1 Check the permission of the file is set to 644 when you are finished, then restart. Now the bumpers act like (usual controller) triggers in game! (Tested in CS Portable, MC5, Dead Trigger etc.) One
issue I had was that Max Payne uses LTRIGGER / RTRIGGER (of a 360 controller) and not L2 / R2 so you will need to use Game Keyboard+ for example to the let L2 / R2 to emulate triggers (which use an axis instead of a button). EDIT: or maybe it was Tincore Keymapper - either way both aren't free and do require root :-/ I highly
recommend Game Keyboard+ as it will let you play any non-gamepad game with the controller. So for anyone that what's to use / check my keylayout (Generic.kl), I've attached it to this post. I know it's better to set up a device specific kl file, but I don't want / need this option as editing the default keylayout seems like an overall
improvement in my opinion. p.s. this is an excellent controller. The thumbsticks are a little small but still totally playable. The reason I bought this was because my 360 controller would drain my battery, so bluetooth was the answer. I also like to plug my phone into the TV so this controller is a real help! Last edited: Mar 4, 2015 Just sharing
my experience... So I bought mine from eBay and the listing says it's a PG-9017. I use it only in standard mode (Home + X) as I want the most simple option - no messing around. My phone is a Galaxy S4 (active version) Android 4.4 and the controller worked fine straight out of the box. The results I had from the keytest: [ key-number +
physical-button ( + android-interpretation)] 304 a 305 b 307 x 308 y 310 left-bumper (outputs L1) 311 right-bumper (outputs R1) 312 select (outputs L2) 313 start (outputs R2) The d-pad and stick were set up as normal, like a 360 controller, which is very lucky as the 360 controller works with many games. Anyway the main issue I had was
that Start / Select were set to L2 / R2, and the 'bumpers' were set to L1 / R1 - however games default triggers to L2 / R2 (eg Modern Combat 5). So to fix this I needed to switch these around. This is how I did it: ES file explorer > system root (need root explorer addon) > system/usr/keylayout/Generic.kl With the build-in editor I switched
the L1 to L2 etc like this: key 310 BUTTON_L2 key 311 BUTTON_R2 key 312 BUTTON_L1 key 313 BUTTON_R1 Check the permission of the file is set to 644 when you are finished, then restart. Now the bumpers act like (usual controller) triggers in game! (Tested in CS Portable, MC5, Dead Trigger etc.) One issue I had was that Max
Payne uses LTRIGGER / RTRIGGER (of a 360 controller) and not L2 / R2 so you will need to use Game Keyboard+ for example to the let L2 / R2 to emulate triggers (which use an axis instead of a button). I highly recommend Game Keyboard+ as it will let you play any non-gamepad game with the controller. So for anyone that what's to
use / check my keylayout (Generic.kl), I've attached it to this post. I know it's better to set up a device specific kl file, but I don't want / need this option as editing the default keylayout seems like an overall improvement in my opinion. p.s. this is an excellent controller. The thumbsticks are a little small but still totally playable. The reason I
bought this was because my 360 controller would drain my battery, so bluetooth was the answer. I also like to plug my phone into the TV so this controller is a real help! Thank u for your effort, but we already have the custom mapping for some time now. Another user did basically what u did months ago and posted here, go back a few
pages and u will see. Anyway, thank u again :thumbup::thumbup: Anyway, this is a good opportunity to share with u my issues with this pad. After months using it, I really notice that the lack of other 2 triggers is very important. This pad has only L1 and R2. But for example , in MC5, we need them all (L1, L2, R1, R2). I understand that in
most of the games just 2 triggers are enough. But in fps games you have to choose in having zoom - shoot and other minor functions touchscreen triggered. Because of course, the other way around is even worse. You just can't have both. Pretty sure my next gamepad will have 4 triggers, like Moga. Sent from my Nexus 5 using XDA
Free mobile app Last edited: Mar 1, 2015 The pg-9021 has all those buttons and triggers and does the job pretty well. Along with the custom keymap posted here, it works awesome on most games (cos I haven't tried them all) and even on major emulators like reicast and epsxe..... Even issues with manual aiming in reicast games which
require it like soul reaver legacy of Kain ( for some reason the triggers/shoulder buttons when pressed together to manually aim would not work... Even the crouching and walking was affected) anyway all fixed after custom mapping... ? Thank u for your effort, but we already have the custom mapping for some time now. Another user did
basically what u did months ago and posted here, go back a few pages and u will see. Anyway, thank u again :thumbup::thumbup: Anyway, this is a good opportunity to share with u my issues with this pad. After months using it, I really notice that the lack of other 2 triggers is very important. This pad has only L1 and R2. But for example ,
in MC5, we need them all (L1, L2, R1, R2). I understand that in most of the games just 2 triggers are enough. But in fps games you have to choose in having zoom - shoot and other minor functions touchscreen triggered. Because of course, the other way around is even worse. You just can't have both. Pretty sure my next gamepad will
have 4 triggers, like Moga. Sent from my Nexus 5 using XDA Free mobile app This is why I recommended to set the triggers to L2 / R2 and Start / Select to L1 / L2. Also, I generally set the d-pad up (in Gamekeyboard+) as 4 separate touchscreen functions. For some reason in CoD Strike Team, L1 / R1 are used for aim / shoot and L2 /
R2 are ignored. So you need Gamekeyboard+ to bind them... yes I'm a big fan. Reactions: Dany XP Hi, i have the ipega pg-9017 and having a blast with it, but i have a couple of problems, firsr being the gamepad detected simply as "bluetooth gamepad" so i cant use the companion app, second i seem to cant bind R, start, select in dead
trigger 2. But other than that it works fine. third being i need to unpair and reactivate bluetooth all over again just to try and connect to the gamepad again. can anyone help me fix it? my phone is nexian journey one (android one) btw is there a way to make our gamepad detected as other gamepad? like x360ce on windows where any
gamepad could be detected as an x360 controller? thanks in advance! Hi, i have the ipega pg-9017 and having a blast with it, but i have a couple of problems, firsr being the gamepad detected simply as "bluetooth gamepad" so i cant use the companion app, second i seem to cant bind R, start, select in dead trigger 2. But other than that it
works fine. third being i need to unpair and reactivate bluetooth all over again just to try and connect to the gamepad again. can anyone help me fix it? my phone is nexian journey one (android one) btw is there a way to make our gamepad detected as other gamepad? like x360ce on windows where any gamepad could be detected as an
x360 controller? thanks in advance! There is a keymapping file posted in this thread itself, it may solve your keybinding issues, No idea about the pairing issue, and you might try USB/BT joysrick center 2015 edition (not reqd if keymapping file used, in my opinion) Is it possible to use my ipega pg-9025 with mac osx if yes how? I was able
to pair but is working just as a mouse with the analog joystick the other buttons seems are not working Inviato dal mio GT-I9505 con Tapatalk 2 Hi.. iv had 9025 for sometime now and twas great.. but when i play modern combat 3. I notice that the left analog is swithching weapons left/right. Same with dpad. Ive tried a lot of ways to fix it
but no luck. I tried bluezime+gamekeyboard I tried ymode pairing to separate the analog from the dpad I did tincore but no luck.. Please advice. Thank you much SHV-E250S Korean Note 2 How to setup ipega When I bought this controller I had a hard time configuring it. I searched in the interwebs on how to configure it but there was
none. So I created my own instead. I hope it will help you guys as well. There are two ways to configure this. The X mode and the other one is by using the ipega game center app. This is the easy one, just pair it using X+Home If it didn't work then try using their ipega game center app Hopefully this post helped those who are asking how
to configure this controller. :highfive: Last edited: Mar 25, 2015 When I bought this controller I had a hard time configuring it. I searched in the interwebs on how to configure it but there was none. So I created my own instead. I hope it will help you guys as well. There are two ways to configure this. The X mode and the other one is by
using the ipega game center app. This is the easy one, just pair it using X+Home If it didn't work then try using their ipega game center app Hopefully this post helped those who are asking how to configure this controller. :highfive: Great. Thank you for the response. However my problem is that with MC3 it detects it. when i use
keymapping tools like gamekeyboard+, but also the left analog works same as dpad on xmode. And if i use ymode mc3 doest detect gamepad. So waht happens is that everytime i strafe left or right i also change weapons. Haha SHV-E250S Korean Note 2 Last edited: Mar 26, 2015 Has anyone tried playing modern combat 5 using ipega
wireless bluetooth controller? movement works except for firing in which R2 is assigned but there is no R2 and L2 on this controller. wish there would be an option to assign on the game. Did someone managed to fix this inverted analog problem ? For those who ended up with inverted analogs (like myself trying to change the PG9017's
firmware), all you have to do is modify the keylayout analog axis to "invert", check the lines below. This will invert the analogs again! PS: This is for PG-9017s. PS2: INSTRUCTIONS AND ORIGINAL KEYLAYOUT HERE # # Ipega PG-9017S Bluetooth controller # key 304 BUTTON_X key 305 BUTTON_A key 306 BUTTON_B key 307
BUTTON_Y key 310 BUTTON_L1 key 311 BUTTON_R1 key 312 BUTTON_SELECT key 313 BUTTON_START # Joystick and game controller axes. # Axes that are not mapped will be assigned generic axis numbers by the input subsystem. axis 0x00 invert X axis 0x01 invert Y axis 0x02 invert Z axis 0x03 RX axis 0x04 RY axis 0x05
invert RZ axis 0x06 THROTTLE axis 0x07 RUDDER axis 0x08 WHEEL axis 0x09 GAS axis 0x0a BRAKE axis 0x10 HAT_X axis 0x11 HAT_Y Last edited: Apr 7, 2015 Ípega 9017 - working on android 4.4.4!!! Hi, friends. Just logged in to report that, after read all this topic, I got fully function on Ípega 9017 just with the rooted kit kat 4.4.4.
After root I used the program Tincore, using the Y + Home conection, and selected the gamepad profile. I just had to buy the add-on in Tincore to output the sticks (was very cheap). Right now I'm playing FIFA 15 on the device. :laugh::laugh::laugh: Thank you all for the contribution here. :good: Page 9 My ipega controller turn off my wifi I
have an ipega controller, connected by bluetooth. When controller is off, i lost my wifi signal. HW: TV Stcik: Tronsmart CX-919 Build: rk31sdk-eng 4.2.2. JDQ39 eng root.2014.03.10.092111.test-keys Vendor: RK3188_R-BOX_Android4.2.2-SDK_V1.0.0_130514 SW: Application: Android GamePad Assistant 1.3.323. Video How can i solve
this problem? Can i set the controller, to not go offline, untill 2-3 hour of inactivity? Ipega PG-9053 controller Hi, I just bought the Ipega PG-9053 controller yesterday. The phone asked me to key in pin from the controller when I tried to pair the controller with my phone. I tried Ipega Game Center, it did not recognize this device by saying
that this is not Ipega controller... I tried on Nibiru apk as well, it did not work as well. Pls help to see how can I pair this controller to my phone and get it works, my appreciate to your helpfulness!!! Ipega 9025 on IOS 7 Hi, I have an Iphone 5s on IOS 7 (not jailbroken) and wanted to play Dungeon Quest but to some point it only shows that
the controller was connected and when I start the game it prompts for me to press A to start but when I tried it, it does not work. Only the multimedia buttons work. Can anyone help on this? Hey guys, can anyone test the controller on gta San Andreas, Please? I have a ipega 9021 and when I playstation gta Sa the controller disconnects
for a second every few minutes. For one or two seconds i can See the ingame control Buttons and the game dont react to the controller... Have anyone the same issue? Anyone having trouble connecting with your game controller try this. Uninstall any apps for pairing the controller. Press X and hold then press the home button (the red
light will start blinking). Go to bluetooth in the settings of your phone. Turn it on and make your phone visible. You controller should show up. Pair the controller and it should connect with out any problems. I have an Ipega 9025. It was so hard to get it to connect with the apps. So glad this works. It connects now every time now with no
problems. Reactions: SoulkeepHL Does asus zenfone 2 lollipop works on ipega 9025?. Its already calibrated the game controller is working on android background but when i play games like asphalt 8 it doest work. Are you using xmode? Try x mode. Im using it on asphalt 8 and working ok. Its just that im still KK. Might be an issue with L
SHV-E250S Korean Note 2 Im not using xmod. My asus zenfone 2 is not rooted. It has the latest firmware updates. And it is Lollipop. Someone here posted that the ipega controller only work on ipega game center but when you play like asphalt 8 the only buttons work is only L1 and R1 which is volume. That is exactly im experiencing.
Ipega game center has a calibration test and its working flawlessly on my zenfone 2. The problem is that when entering the game ipega 9025 doesn't work. Last edited: Jun 12, 2015 I dont know x mode pairing?. Is your mobile lollipop? I don't know about cain919, but what I can tell you is that my Moto G (v1) is. It's been a few months ago
since I updated to Android 5, and to the date, still had no issue with my iPega, either when tried with the stock KitKat (4.4.4) or nowadays, when I find myself using it a lot, with Lollipop (5.0.2). So that wouldn't be your worry. I've just arrived to this thread googling about info to make it work with Retroarch, and that's my only trouble for now
(I can use the pad with the rest of emulators as I did always but it's that specific unsolved issue with Retroarch the one causing the hassle in my case) Do what cain919 told you. With the gamepad off, press the X button and while keeping it press simultaneously the Home Button, then try to pair it. Apparently that should let you pair it in
joystick mode (which I've hardly used twice, I usually pair it with my cell phones in keyboard mode [pairing in that one: A+Home] for emulators or the mouse mode [to pair in this: B+Home] for lazy browsing in the tablet or my regular laptop with windows and a BT USB dongle Hope that helps you. It doesnt mttr if lollipop or Kk ipega will
work with asphalt. Yes right. Xmode pair. Hold x button and turn on pwer. Wait till the blinking goes off. If so. Test your asphalt. It shud work. You dont need game center for asphat. Game center does y pairing and asphalt doesnt support that. On some mobile units A Pairing is what they used. But me. I always do X Pairing. Asphalt,
Modern Combat 4. PPSSPP. only dead trigger 1 is working on my game center SHV-E250S Korean Note 2 Does asus zenfone 2 lollipop works on ipega 9025?. Its already calibrated the game controller is working on android background but when i play games like asphalt 8 it doest work. That's why I gave instructions on how to do it.
Then it will work. ---------- Post added at 01:26 AM ---------- Previous post was at 01:25 AM ---------- No application needed. Thank you guys its already working. =) HELP! please help me, i have an ipega pg-9028 which is bricked because press the "SELECT" & "START" then connect it to PC. Now my 9028 cannot be used, but when i
connect to the PC it's detected as unknown device "Wt6573". Please help me Page 10 hey Guys, my iPEGA 9025 stops responding after a few minutes on my Sony Xperia Style (T3). It is still connected but does not respond to it. my older phone tested (Samsung Galaxy S2) and there it has no problems. I suspect that it is the Sony
Xperia... can anyone help me? I bought an ipega 9028 a couple of days ago, and after some tinkering I got it to work, but then after charging it it won't start when I hold the x and homeopati buttons. It is supposed to start flashing the search led when I hold the x and home buttons, but it's only a steady light when I press the home button,
as soon as I release it it goes out. The mobile device is a note 3. I tried resetting it, but nothing changes. I have the 9025. Does the 9028 have the hole with the reset button. If so try that. If not you might have to exchange it. That is what I had to do with the other one I had. I can't remember if it was the same one you have or not but it did
the something the first time I charged it. Sent from my GT-I9505G ---------- Post added at 11:42 PM ---------- Previous post was at 11:37 PM ---------- No. I checked the one that messed up was the ipega 9021 looks like a Xbox controller. Sent from my GT-I9505G Can anyone point me in the right direction of ipega 9021 apk and the other
piece of software I need for my HTC One M8 please. I know it's on xda somewhere but Googling has not found it. Have you tried just going through Bluetooth without an app. That is how I use it. Using x + home. Sent from my GT-I9505 using Tapatalk With the APK it won't work with games like asphalt 8 and others for me. I looked but I
don't have it. When you use it like I said it works like the controller is made into the phone or tablet. Sent from my GT-I9505 using Tapatalk please help me, i have an ipega pg-9028 which is bricked because press the "SELECT" & "START" then connect it to PC. Now my 9028 cannot be used, but when i connect to the PC it's detected as
unknown device "Wt6573". Please help me have you found the solution? i did the same thing and now my 9017 doesnt turn on anymore Anyone knows how this guy is using IPega with nova 3? i got classic and i love it! it works with dead trigger minecraft and wotb but not this :S i tried tincore but aiming is terrible :S (changed it to 2 sticks
one for aiming and another for firing and touch anywhere to fire) (btw, tincore works awesome on ar.drone sim :| its just nova! the only game i tried tincore with is ar.droen sim other games are hard to play with controller/already have support) nova would be amazing with a controller! ---------- Post added at 10:04 PM ---------- Previous post
was at 10:01 PM ---------- Received a PG-925 for use with my nexus 4 and im impressed. Running 4.4.4 all stock. So far tested Sonic 2, Sonic CD, Ravensword 2, Nova 3, Gameboid and GTA San An all working fine. Connecting was straight forward no problems nova 3? how + anyone knows what bitgames app is about :S no idea what it
does or anything... Last edited: Aug 15, 2015 [/COLOR] nova 3? how + anyone knows what bitgames app is about :S no idea what it does or anything...[/QUOTE] How are you connecting your controller? If you are connecting it with the app try Nova 3 without the controller app. Just look back a few post back I tell how to do it. It is
compatible with alot more games. Sent from my GT-I9505 using Tapatalk Reactions: kamranhaghighi nova 3? how + anyone knows what bitgames app is about :S no idea what it does or anything... How are you connecting your controller? If you are connecting it with the app try Nova 3 without the controller app. Just look back a few post
back I tell how to do it. It is compatible with alot more games. I just connected to it on X mode and used it, thats all! I just installed the app for test and deleted it after! (So i tried nova without the app or anything, just connecting it via Bluetooth) Nova 3 doesn't work on X mode(changing it in-game does nothing) i reduced my review to 4
starts nova 3 is impossible to play without controller! Last edited: Aug 15, 2015 Can anyone tell me if this works with Zen pinball.This is the only reason i would get one and can't seem to find an answer anywhere.Thanks in advance Yay! mc5 works with this controller! should we make a thread about working games:? (separated into fancy
graphics fps games and others ) ---------- Post added at 10:34 AM ---------- Previous post was at 10:33 AM ---------- Can anyone tell me if this works with Zen pinball.This is the only reason i would get one and can't seem to find an answer anywhere.Thanks in advance I wanted to try it for you but it says item not available in your country
Anyone can help me with the connecting issue? it doesn't work on m8 either, it says press any key o keyboard to connect. i do press buttons on my controller but it doesn't work! i have to unpair restart my note 4 so it works! if i unpair it without the restart it gives me an error about communicating to the controller! Hi, this is my first post
here. I wanna ask, how to use ipega pg-9028 with gangstar vegas? I already try connect it with a few ways, none of them works: 1. Simple X + Home button pairing 2. Using Ipega game center apk 3. Using tincore key mapper, it works a little bit but some not work. Anyone have this issue? And anyone have a solution for this game?
Already google it, found few youtube videos said works but none of them tells how to make it work. I use it connecting with phone Bluetooth settings pressing X + Home. But without any connection apps or keymappers. Just go to Bluetooth turn on. X+Home. Connect to controller and go to game and it tells me I have a controller
connected and it works good. I have had no problems. Sent from my GT-I9505 using Tapatalk Page 11 I use it connecting with phone Bluetooth settings pressing X + Home. But without any connection apps or keymappers. Just go to Bluetooth turn on. X+Home. Connect to controller and go to game and it tells me I have a controller
connected and it works good. I have had no problems. Sent from my GT-I9505 using Tapatalk I wonder why it doesn't work for me. I use LG G3 with cloudyG3 stable rom. When i pair using X + Home it is detected as gamepad but everytime i open gangstar vegas it doesn't show anything that you've said. Sorry. I don't know. (Edit) If you
have any apps to connect the controller on your phone, uninstall them and unpair the controller. Then try again. Sent from my GT-I9505 using Tapatalk Last edited: Aug 16, 2015 By default Galaxy on fire 2 does not support gamepads. It will not recognize any gamepad at all. U can use tincore keymapper or any such program to emulate
screen touches using your gamepad. Google tincore to find out how this works. I myself am using the Nvidia shield tablet with shield Controller and inbuilt gamepad keymapper. Hope this helps you. ---------- Post added at 11:45 AM ---------- Previous post was at 11:39 AM ---------- I purchased ipega 9023 and it works great, but one game
doesnt recognize it , galaxy on fire 2 HD. Any solution for this? Dear Varan, By default Galaxy on fire 2 does not support gamepads. It will not recognize any gamepad at all. U can use tincore keymapper or any such program to emulate screen touches using your gamepad. Google tincore to find out how this works. I myself am using the
Nvidia shield tablet with shield Controller and inbuilt gamepad keymapper. Hope this helps you. Regards Alden Last edited: Sep 9, 2015 Reactions: varan77 iPega 9017S For Xperia E4?? I just got the controller but my device Sony E4 cannot discover the bluetooth signal... Any solution?? Sorry for my bad english Hello currently google
led me hear, I currently have Ipega 9023 and im trying to figure out how to work with my lenovo A606 I really want to make this game pad work with my mobile, what do I do, and or what software / application do I need to make it work, hop this thread isn't dead and I really want to play emulators since I really missed a lot in my child hood
never had console hand held or the whole console so please guys help me out Hello all. This controller is making me crazy, dammit! I got one Ipega 9023 and tried to test using 3 different mobiles 1 - Galaxy S6 edge with Android Lollipop 5.1.1 2 - Galaxy note 3 with Android Lollipop 5.0 3 - Moto g (1st gen) with anroid Lollipop 5.0 None of
them worked, I tried holding X plus Home, tried the gamecenter apk, a lot of apps to see if it will work, but no way to success with this. Is there any way to make it work with android Lollipop, i tried to search for a new FW, but i am not sure if this will solve the problem. When i search the controller on phone, i can see the device, but i got a
failed connection. Thanks all!!! Hello all. This controller is making me crazy, dammit! I got one Ipega 9023 and tried to test using 3 different mobiles 1 - Galaxy S6 edge with Android Lollipop 5.1.1 2 - Galaxy note 3 with Android Lollipop 5.0 3 - Moto g (1st gen) with anroid Lollipop 5.0 None of them worked, I tried holding X plus Home, tried
the gamecenter apk, a lot of apps to see if it will work, but no way to success with this. Is there any way to make it work with android Lollipop, i tried to search for a new FW, but i am not sure if this will solve the problem. When i search the controller on phone, i can see the device, but i got a failed connection. Thanks all!!! Try to reset the
ipega with some pointed item un the reset hole several seconds. I have the ipega and works ok W note3,lollipop (aryarom) and no problems. Seems it remembers few devices sincro Enviado desde mi SM-N9005 mediante Tapatalk ---------- Post added at 03:58 PM ---------- Previous post was at 03:56 PM ---------- Try to reset the ipega with
some pointed item un the reset hole several seconds. I have the ipega and works ok W note3,lollipop (aryarom) and no problems. Seems it remembers few devices sincro Enviado desde mi SM-N9005 mediante Tapatalk And get rid of that app in korean, itll make no good and i think its not necessary Enviado desde mi SM-N9005
mediante Tapatalk Reactions: perissatto Hi, folks. Have the Ipega Controller 2, I guess, paired it with X+Home, everything works fine. SNES, GENS, PSP emulators run like a charm. As well as Real Racing 3, GTA, etc., but still I have this amazingly annoying lag on two games. NBA JAM and Gangstar Vegas. G.V. problem is specific to
the A,B,X,Y, buttons just not working from time to time and you can't drive cuz' the right trigger ir somehow connected to the left control stick and if one is acted upon, the other one doesn't work or the opposite, it gets stuck, making me drive to one or the other side, crashing, or just not accelerating at all. NBA JAM, similarly, just disapears,
or lags. This problem is with many different ROMs on my Nexus 5 (2013). Lollipop or Marshmellow. Some suggestions would be nice. Thanks in advance, good people. hey Guys, my iPEGA 9025 stops responding after a few minutes on my Sony Xperia Style (T3). It is still connected but does not respond to it. my older phone tested
(Samsung Galaxy S2) and there it has no problems. I suspect that it is the Sony Xperia... can anyone help me? did it stop responding when playing games? Page 12 I've managed to find some english version software of Ipega gamepad. BitGames Emulator Games.apk (this one was too big) IPEGA Touch - allows to configure onscreen
game controls by pressing select button, even ingame (Y+Home mode) GHKeyIM - allows to configure key mapping, what each button should do (Y+Home mode) Enjoy Is there a way to configure touch conrols without rooting phone? hoping to use my Ipega 9017 to play need for speed most wanted Thanks Try to reset the ipega with
some pointed item un the reset hole several seconds. I have the ipega and works ok W note3,lollipop (aryarom) and no problems. Seems it remembers few devices sincro Enviado desde mi SM-N9005 mediante Tapatalk ---------- Post added at 03:58 PM ---------- Previous post was at 03:56 PM ---------- And get rid of that app in korean, itll
make no good and i think its not necessary Enviado desde mi SM-N9005 mediante Tapatalk Thank you guys, i tried the reset button but the device is now dead..... Can´t charge or power on. I will ask for a replacement . Thanks all Hello, everyone. I got this controller, and I really like its looks and its buttons. However, playing some games
is difficult due to the latency. For example, Mario games can be quite infuriating to play because of that issue. I have tried with two different devices, and both have the same problem. Any ideas? Thanks! OK! those of you who cant get it work. Read these instructions SLOWLY and CAREFULLY and comply. 0) Turn your ipega on and use
a clip/pin/needle to press inside the reset hole 1) Uninstall EVERYTHING you have downloaded to make this gamepad work. Any ipega centre or whatever, just uninstall it. 2) Go to your bluetooth settings and unpair ipega controller. 3) Restart your phone. 4) Go to your bluetooth settings and unpair ipega controller if its there, yes, you're
not reading double. 5) Turn bluetooth on and me sure visibility is on. 6) On the ipega controller press and hold "home button" plus "X" together, untill you get flashy red light (should blink faster than normal). 7) Hit pair on your phone. and tada! it should work. thank me whatever you want. Finally there's even phones that DON'T support
gamepads, LG is infamous for this. I had my bitter experience with the LG optimus 2X and the LG G Pro Lite. Stock roms won't do even with root you need to use custom roms, CM (cyanogen mod) is great! Finally not all is lost GHKeyIM alowed me to pair with HOME + Y button but never actually tested it I just went for the new custom
rom. Samsung Galaxy Tab 4 7" works out of the box stock rom Samsung Galaxy S4 also work 4.4.2-4.4.4 and 5.0.1 stock Hello all. This controller is making me crazy, dammit! I got one Ipega 9023 and tried to test using 3 different mobiles 1 - Galaxy S6 edge with Android Lollipop 5.1.1 2 - Galaxy note 3 with Android Lollipop 5.0 3 - Moto
g (1st gen) with anroid Lollipop 5.0 None of them worked, I tried holding X plus Home, tried the gamecenter apk, a lot of apps to see if it will work, but no way to success with this. Is there any way to make it work with android Lollipop, i tried to search for a new FW, but i am not sure if this will solve the problem. When i search the controller
on phone, i can see the device, but i got a failed connection. Thanks all!!! Try my instructions, samsung devices SHOULD work because samsung released a pathetic gamepad so it added support for gamepads in all their devices waaay back. ---------- Post added at 05:26 PM ---------- Previous post was at 05:25 PM ---------- Hello,
everyone. I got this controller, and I really like its looks and its buttons. However, playing some games is difficult due to the latency. For example, Mario games can be quite infuriating to play because of that issue. I have tried with two different devices, and both have the same problem. Any ideas? Thanks! Like this? my video BTW. Last
edited: Dec 28, 2015 It's not as bad as in your video, but thanks anyway. I just don't play platformers with the controller. I suppose every Bluetooth controller has similar problems. Pls Help i want play brothers in arms 3 with gamepad tested with samsung gamepad and work but i cant shoot tested with IPEGA PG-9017S and work but cant
shoot mobile i tested with galaxy s6 / nexus 7 2013 / galaxy tab 4 i dont know need anywher change setting or what Pls Help i want play brothers in arms 3 with gamepad tested with samsung gamepad and work but i cant shoot tested with IPEGA PG-9017S and work but cant shoot mobile i tested with galaxy s6 / nexus 7 2013 / galaxy
tab 4 i dont know need anywher change setting or what 1.- Tincore mapper 2.- Map the physical buttons to the buttons on the screen 3.- ???? 4.- PROFIT! my mobile is not rooted and i dont want root Thats ok, we don't judge here...but, you DO realize you're in XDA developers right? Anyways with no root or custom rom there is nothing
we can do about. Enjoy being the manufacturer and carrier b*tch I bought gamepad for android Ipega PG-9037. Pad not working in Rayman Adventures. When i start game, info with gamepad controls showing but buttons not working. I testet with Rayman Fiesta Run, Wind-up Knight and worked very well. Do you have any solution? I
have rooted LG G3 Marshmallow. I have ipega 9017 and ipega 9025 . My phone is Galaxy S6 (rooted). The 9017 works fine in home+X mode and in home+y (using ipega game center). I can play in NFS Most Wanted and I am satisfy with this device. Ipega 9025 works only in home+x mode. There is no possibility to work properly in
home+y mode. Ipega game center can't connect to the 9025. I have tried also the other tools , but unfortunately with no success. I read that there are a few "features" in bluetooth 3.0 on the Android >4.2 . Is there any workaround? I tried even to flash new firmware to my 9025 but the system doesn't react on the start+select buttons on my
ipega. ipega cannot pairing with note 5 just bought ipega 9025...i cant pair it with my note 5.. how to solve this problem? thank you. just bought ipega 9025...i cant pair it with my note 5.. how to solve this problem? thank you. I don't know if it will help but maybe you should try it: 1. Unbind all bluetooth devices and restart your phone. 2.
Turn on your Ipega and reset it (try needle on the back side) 3. Turn on bluetooth searching (galaxy) 4. Hold X on Ipega and press Home button. Led starts blinking. 5. Galaxy shoulds find the Ipega. Press and try to connect. Btw. For me there is no possibility to work in Y mode on Ipega but tincore can do a miracle. Now I am able to play
with Ipega 9025 in any games How is the usage with an Android TV box (specifically a new Beelink MX18)? Is it possible to connect two gamepad to one unit, for multiplayer games? I would also use the gamepad (one or two gamepads) with the android app Moonlight (for streaming a game from a PC Game to the Android box), anyone
tried it? 90210 firmware i recently flash my ipega 9021 firmware with Gamepad G910 firmware, now my phone cannot connect to pg9021 anymore, please, anyone can help me on this? Hi, did you finally found ipega pg-9021 firmware to flash it? I would need also ---------- Post added at 10:35 PM ---------- Previous post was at 10:34 PM ----
------ Where I can download a firmware for Ipega PG9021? Hi, did you finally found ipega pg-9021 firmware to flash it? I would need also I have the Ipega 9025 controller and the ASUS Zenfone 2....when I run the Ipega software, I get movement on the screen of the phone (the controller is paired) but nothing when I try to play Dead
Trigger 2... Anyone have any hints? cheers col Since it doesn't seem to exist on google, here's the keylayout for the telescoping 9023 aka PG-9023: key 304 BUTTON_A key 305 BUTTON_B key 307 BUTTON_X key 308 BUTTON_Y key 310 BUTTON_L1 key 311 BUTTON_R1 key 312 BUTTON_L2 key 313 BUTTON_R2 key 315
BUTTON_START key 314 BACK key 316 HOME key 317 BUTTON_THUMBL key 318 BUTTON_THUMBR axis 0x00 X axis 0x01 Y axis 0x02 LTRIGGER axis 0x03 RX axis 0x04 RY axis 0x05 RTRIGGER axis 0x06 THROTTLE axis 0x07 RUDDER axis 0x08 WHEEL axis 0x09 GAS axis 0x0a BRAKE axis 0x10 HAT_X axis 0x11 HAT_Y
But I don't really know how to make a proper keylayout file so I just mess around in generic.kl. Hope this helps to anyone else looking to get L2 and R2 working on the iPega 9023, because none of the other zips provided in here worked completely! 9025 on ios 9.2 Hi I bought an ipega 9025. I used on iphone 6s (9.2 firmware version) I
know that it works fine with 9.1 without jailbreak but starting from 9.2 release some bluetooth devices stop to works. Anyone knows why (I mean bug introduced by apple with latest release, firmware device issue so on) and if there is a way to fix without jailbreak? Thanks in advance Since it doesn't seem to exist on google, here's the
keylayout for the telescoping 9023 aka PG-9023: key 304 BUTTON_A key 305 BUTTON_B key 307 BUTTON_X key 308 BUTTON_Y key 310 BUTTON_L1 key 311 BUTTON_R1 key 312 BUTTON_L2 key 313 BUTTON_R2 key 315 BUTTON_START key 314 BACK key 316 HOME key 317 BUTTON_THUMBL key 318
BUTTON_THUMBR axis 0x00 X axis 0x01 Y axis 0x02 LTRIGGER axis 0x03 RX axis 0x04 RY axis 0x05 RTRIGGER axis 0x06 THROTTLE axis 0x07 RUDDER axis 0x08 WHEEL axis 0x09 GAS axis 0x0a BRAKE axis 0x10 HAT_X axis 0x11 HAT_Y But I don't really know how to make a proper keylayout file so I just mess around in
generic.kl. Hope this helps to anyone else looking to get L2 and R2 working on the iPega 9023, because none of the other zips provided in here worked completely! Odd, using the gamepadtest app I pulled the button ID's off a 9023 (newer version with red analogs) and ended up with some slightly different results. Also, there is no back
button on this controller and the home button is not actually mapped as a controller button, so not sure what you set as 314 and 316? My buttons all ranged from 96 to 109. I also used some advice from someone in this thread or another and made a tweak to the deadzone. It does seem to help reduce the ridiculous size of the DZ on this
great controller. You will need root to import the file (it did not exist on my nvidia shield k1) or to edit generic. I left off the media control buttons as they still seem to grab their info from generic and are map-able in most apps. Also dropped the unneeded controls as well. Oh and since I had to jump a lot of hoops to find this myself, the
vendor and product ID for the 9023 will result in this file name: Vendor_1949_Product_0402.kl File contents below; copy and paste to make your own file, since I don't feel like making a zip. # # Ipega PG-9023 Bluetooth controller # key 99 BUTTON_X key 96 BUTTON_A key 97 BUTTON_B key 100 BUTTON_Y key 102 BUTTON_L1 key
103 BUTTON_R1 key 104 BUTTON_L2 key 105 BUTTON_R2 key 106 BUTTON_L3 key 107 BUTTON_R3 key 108 BUTTON_START key 109 BUTTON_SELECT # Joystick and game controller axes. # Axes that are not mapped will be assigned generic axis numbers by the input subsystem. axis 0x00 X flat 1024 axis 0x01 Y flat 1024
axis 0x02 Z flat 1024 axis 0x03 RX axis 0x04 RY axis 0x05 RZ flat 1024 axis 0x10 HAT_X axis 0x11 HAT_Y Page 13 about ipega 9023 I have Ipega 9023 product, it is not working. I put to load and simply does not work. The only way to make it work is to keep it in making charging or computer, if I try to turn it, he does not care. What
should I do? I overpaid in the product and simply does not work. Same happens in this video. Ipega controller not charging YOU TUBE Hi guys, I kinda need help with my ipega9025. It seems i connected to window 7 but i cant press any button for PES2016. I cant even calibrate the controller. Please advice If anyone has a Ipega 9037
they don't want anymore, or it has faulty/broken analog sticks (but bluetooth works) I will buy it off you! I did a mod to mine, swapping the actual analog stick component on the board with the higher quality Xbox One / PS4 ones (they are the same) and I accidentally killed the bluetooth somehow, I think I accidentally caused a short-circuit
when I was testing. Did a review and in depth analysis of how the iPega 9037 controller performs, but overall yeah still love it and works perfect for Gear VR and general Android gaming! Anyone can help me? I have ipega 9028. I want play nfs most wanted but the controller is not detected. How to play with the moga? Another game like
real racing 3 is work. But not for nfs . Thx I have that same problem too! But im using it on pg-9028. Can anyone help? ---------- Post added at 12:03 PM ---------- Previous post was at 11:58 AM ---------- I reflash my pg-9028 with the pg-9025 firmware and the process is success, but i cannot connect it to my phone. Anyone can help?
Please? Hi, did you finally found ipega pg-9021 firmware to flash it? I would need also ---------- Post added at 10:35 PM ---------- Previous post was at 10:34 PM ---------- Hi, did you finally found ipega pg-9021 firmware to flash it? I would need also no, sorry I have Ipega 9023 android 4.4 Note 3 N9005. Modern combat 4 i cant look around
(right analog) all other buttons working fine. Please help me. Thanks Install "ipega game center_apk" and many games will work. Minecraft PE Limbo And much more Last edited: May 6, 2016 Hello I got my iPega 9018 today, I paired it with my phone and it worked, after that I unpaired it so I could test it on my tablet but the search LED
stayed on, now I can't pair it with any devices . Any way I can restart it or turn it off? Last edited: May 7, 2016 Guys my ipega is so lagy I go forward it doesn't go in GTA,modern combat and shadow gun dead zone but it doesn't move and 2 secs later it moves without wanting to stop the buttons A,X,Y,B WORK GOOD buy shoulder buttons
and analogy don't work plz help. my mtk6592 device support this ipega controller My phone have the same case, it doesnt detect the ipega bluetooth,.. it must be your phone using MTK chip like mine,.. i use Lenovo p780 with MTK6589 chip,. just try to update the firmware if the light is stuck,.. tutorial in geekbuying,.. i cant post link. my
Micromax mtk6592 device support this ipega controller IPEGA on NBA 2k16 I tried playing nba 2k16 with ipega 9037 through bluetooth. At first it worked, there were no problems but the second time that i paired it with my laptop. There shows 2 controllers. player 1 and player 2 and player 3 from keyboard in choosing team. The control on
player 1 is fixed on left or right side of the team. I cant seem to control. I'm guessing it might be from the keyboard connection on Ipega. Please help. I've tried everything that I can do. any help would be greatly appreciated. Question and problem how to make it work, the gamepad with Hyundai Ultra Air, which is the same model as the
BLU Vivo Air? thanks I have android 4.4.2 gamepad connected but there is no application to recognize me as a gaming device pd: sorry for my bad english if I want to use a gamepad with tv box and not with tablet or phone for the beginning, is there a reason to buy a ipega and not another one like "xiaomi gemepad" ? About ipega I was
thinking about 9023 or the 9025. So a few months ago I purchased the IPEGA PG9021 controller, and with emulators and some games like GTA San Andreas it works fine, but with other games like Asphalt, Aralon Forge and Flame, or Ravensword Shadowlands only the analog stick works at most. I've tried the Game Center app, but it
refuses to accept my controller, and the BluezIME with the HID enabler just says "Connecting" but never actually connects. I have a ZTE Max Duo Z963VL with Android 5.1.1 Help? Anybody here successful enough in trying to use their Ipega to work in ASPHALT 8? I have a Ipega 9037, asphalt only detects it as keyboard mode even if I
have it set as X+HOME. Then ingame, analog and Dpad works where UP and DOWN are acceleration and brake/reverse respectively, and left/right for steering. There is no button configured for NITRO. Anybody knows a way to remap/reconfigure the buttons the way I want it to??? Could this be an android issue? Ipega issue? Or Asphalt
issue? The gamepad works very well with emulators though. Im using Xiaomi Mi5, fully rooted. Page 14 I loaded this controller up on nougat and quickly came to realize that there are only a handful of games where the controller support is just there, and for most games it's some form of laborious headache of finding some apk that will let
you get an overlay to place "touch areas" over where you'd normally touch the screen, and even those don't work well. I tried Tincore Keymapper, and while that seemed to get the closest, it was still a complete mess with no real control in most games. Has anyone found a solid apk(s) they are using to map/emulate controls with this in
Android 6 or 7? Last edited: Oct 8, 2016 I bought a ipega pg-9025 gamepad It paires OK with my Huawei Honor 5x (KIW-L21), Android 6.0.1 The controls do not work... Is my smartphone supported? What smartphones are supported? (bluetooth HID)? I bought a ipega pg-9025 gamepad It paires OK with my Huawei Honor 5x (KIW-L21),
Android 6.0.1 The controls do not work... Is my smartphone supported? What smartphones are supported? (bluetooth HID)? It's the rom that's not allowing you to use the gamepad. I am using Huawei GX8 and the only way for me to be able to use the gamepad is by installing CM13. I've tried some complicated methods and none of them
works. Update: I've tried downgrading my phone to Lollipop 5.1.1 and the gamepad is working smoothly. Too much hassle, but I guess it will be worth it. Last edited: Dec 22, 2016 Sir please help me with my ipega 9068 tomahawk My phone is a zenfone 2 Lolipop When playing the game mobile legends the joystick controller is ok but the
keypad controller like ( x y b a) doesn't function for the skill. Please can you gove me an answer fpr this Thx. Sir please help me with my ipega 9068 tomahawk My phone is a zenfone 2 Lolipop When playing the game mobile legends the joystick controller is ok but the keypad controller like ( x y b a) doesn't function for the skill. Please can
you gove me an answer fpr this Thx. i think you need to rood your device so that the controller can work properly with mobile legends anyone could help me Please, My ipega 9025 when i used cellphone on an old Android worked just fine, but now I'm using a moto Maxx in a 7.1 rom and every time i turn off the Bluetooth i need to
reconfigure, how to fix this? Last edited: Aug 7, 2017 Guys, I have an Ipega 9023 and a tried a lot of ways to make it work on N.O.V.A 3, tried ipega game center and other apps, tried Tinycore keymapper, but nothing works... Can somebody help me? ipega classic Bluetooth gamepad and we can use them without any driver installed in



mobile phone, just connect the Bluetooth and play Can anyone guide me on what to do to get this gamepad to work on bulletforce and car X drift? I've downloaded ioega game center but it tells me to set bitgamed ime as default but when I press it the option of bitgames ime isn't there hi i got a ipega 9078 today and i tried using it on pubg
its pretty good but i feel as if the joy sticks aren't accurate enough is there anyway i can calibrate the deadzones? My controller 9076 is not working on Android and PC without a cable anymore, whenever i press any button combination , the lights blink one time and that`s it. I don`t know what to do. I can`t charge it too. firmware for ipega
pg-9021 Hello. I'm looking for firmware for ipega pg-9021. It was discharged and battery was damaged, after that gamepad "dead" and even after changing the battery it is not to indicate charging and not be founded by Bluetooth. Help me please. I would be very grateful
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